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Message from Jay Nadler,
Chief Executive Officer,
Clarivate Analytics
As the new CEO of a global company focused on
innovation, our State of Innovation report inspires
me. It not only showcases the latest inventions
from around the world, we’ve also used our
powerful products to uncover some intriguing
analytics and insights about global innovation
trends. This year’s report offers plenty of surprises
and insights for anyone interested in innovation,
leadership or strategy. I hope you enjoy reading
it as much as I did.
Innovation slows
This year, our report shows a slowing in the pace of
global innovation growth. Compared to last year’s
global volume of patented inventions of 14 percent,
2016 growth is only 8 percent. This dip across the
12 industries is largely due to a slowdown in patented
inventions from China, which in turn may be attributed
to slowing investment in R&D in that country.

Industries charge ahead
Despite slowing R&D investment, featured
industries continue to aggressively innovate,
including consumables, life sciences and hi-tech.
And overall, innovation and developments in science
and technology made meaningful contributions in
the areas of health, energy and the environment.

Some notable examples in this year’s report include:
▶▶

▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

β-lactamase inhibitors to combat antibiotic resistant
bacterial infections
Alternative energy innovation such as solar paint
Innovation in electric and hybrid vehicle technology
Natural alternatives to plastics in cosmetics
Application of advanced materials such as ceramic
composites in aerospace.

Industry crossovers
Looking at the 12 industries highlighted in this report,
one thing you’ll notice is how industry boundaries are
being removed. Where the telecom industry used to
focus only on smaller, sleeker phones, we now see
phone apps controlling the temperature in our home
air conditioning or alarm systems. Similarly, we see
kitchen appliances in the home appliance (“domotics”)
industry crossing boundaries into technology, where
the Internet of Things allows them to “communicate”
with each other and save energy. There are few aspects
of our everyday lives that aren’t touched by the
innovations featured in this report.
Please explore these pages and discover for yourself
the latest innovations being developed to address
today’s global challenges and help provide
tomorrow’s solutions.

Jay Nadler
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The data was compiled
using Clarivate products
that index more than
18,000 journals, as well
as proceedings papers,
book chapters and other
materials, plus information
on over 71 million patents.
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Methodology
In seeking to understand today’s state of innovation,
our report uses an analytical approach based on our
proprietary data sources to identify current trends
and key players, and to look forward to emerging
technologies that can help address tomorrow’s
challenges and opportunities. We look at scientific
literature for early signals emerging from scientific
discovery and examine patent information to identify
those ideas which are taken up, and are in the process
of being developed and potentially commercialized to
provide tangible solutions to unmet needs.
The scientific literature data was compiled using
Web of Science Core Collection, a subset of the
entire Web of Science collection covering 33,000
worldwide source publications. The core collection
indexes the contents of more than 18,000 carefully
selected and curated scientific and scholarly journals,
along with proceedings papers, book chapters, and
other materials, arranged into approximately 250 subject fields. In cases where existing Web of Science subject
categories correspond to the given industry
– for example, Aerospace Engineering or Biotechnology
& Applied Microbiology – those defined journal
populations were used to extract pertinent papers
indexed in the Web of Science between 2006 and 2016.
For fields not precisely matching a Web of Science
category, such as research on home appliances or
cosmetics and wellbeing, a topic search was created
to identify papers. Subsequently, the Web of Science
component InCites, a performance-measurement and
benchmarking tool, was used to analyze the paper
groupings and identify top-performing institutions in
each subject field.

The patent data was compiled using Derwent World
Patents Index (DWPI), which collects information on
over 71 million patents from 50 authorities around the
world and organizes them into patent families. Since
patents are regional rights, many documents may be
published for the same invention; by gathering these
together into families, we are able to count the number
of inventions rather than individual patents, which
avoids double-counting and gives a uniform basis to
compare results.
The report looks at 12 major industries and examines
a specific subsector within each. For each sector and
subsector, search strategies using a combination of
keywords and classifications, both public (IPC) and
proprietary (Derwent classes and Derwent manual
codes), were run in DWPI to derive raw counts of the
number of inventions within each category. The data
was then analyzed to produce listings of the key players
by volume of inventions globally and within the three
major geographic regions of Asia, EMEA and North
America. Additional insight was provided by further
bespoke searching and analysis of scientific data on
Web of Science and patent data on Derwent Innovation
by our expert analysts to identify key developments
and possible directions for ongoing innovation.
For the pharmaceutical industry, additional research
was conducted using the Cortellis platform. Additional
commentary on the dark web was based on information
from MarkMonitor.
Further information on the sources used is provided at
the end of the report and is available at Clarivate.com.
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Introduction
Humanity has never enjoyed more
opportunity or faced greater threats.
We’ve achieved incredible technical, medical
and knowledge advances. On the other hand, for
decades, we have been consuming the Earth’s natural
resources faster than the planet can reproduce them.
Earth Overshoot Day (the day on which consumption
exceeds supply in a given year) occurred on August 2
this year, several days earlier than last year, and the
year before and the year before that. We now require
more than 1.5 planets to sustain our current rates
of consumption.
Global population today stands at 7.5 billion. With
more people living longer due to advances in healthcare,
nutrition, and access to food, and with more people
surviving to reproductive age, births outstrip deaths
each day by 150,000, which is an annual population
increase of around 80 million.1 By 2050, our population
is projected to be 9.7 billion.2 The challenge is on to find
ways to provide enough food, clean water and energy
to sustain an ever-growing population.
Population growth is also increasingly impacting the
ability to provide appropriate levels of healthcare.
According to a recent study,3 people are living much
longer worldwide than they were two decades ago, as
death rates from infectious diseases and cardiovascular
disease have fallen. With increased life expectancy come
increasing age-related health issues, such as cancer,
diabetes and other chronic diseases that are taxing
medical facilities and resources to the limit. Take cancer
– according to Cancer Research UK,4 1 in 2 people will

develop cancer at some point in their lives. Professor
Peter Sasieni of Queen Mary University of London says
“Cancer is primarily a disease of old age, with more than
60 percent of all cases diagnosed in people aged over 65.
If people live long enough then most will get cancer at
some point.”
That rising population is fueling ever-increasing energy
demands. By 2035, the world’s energy consumption
will increase by 35 percent. With declining supplies
of fossil fuels, satisfying global energy demands will
require the development and adoption of ever more
efficient alternative sources of solar, wind, water,
geothermal and biomass. The promise of clean nuclear
energy through fusion remains 30 years away—as it has
for decades.5
These are just some of the critical challenges facing
our world today. Solutions to these problems lie in a
complex mix of societal behavior, government policy
and economic drivers, but innovation and developments
in science and technology have a major contribution to
make in providing significant advances to help secure
the future of the planet.
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As discussed in the pages of this report, there are many innovations being worked on
to address these issues. Among the developments documented here, a number are
particularly noteworthy:
A cure for cancer

A flexible way to harness the Sun

Cancer immunotherapy is an exciting, relatively new
therapy that treats cancer by unleashing the power
of the immune system, in contrast to the conventional
therapies, which can disrupt it. The immune
system has unique properties, including its memory
capacity, specificity and its role in human biology,
so immunotherapy has the potential to cure a wide
range of cancers and give long-lasting remissions
with reduced side effects. It’s the most promising new
cancer treatment approach since the advent of
chemotherapy in the 1940s and is an ever-growing
area of clinical research.

Conventional solar panels are expensive, bulky,
brittle and rigid. Solar paint, also known as paint-on/
spray-on solar or paintable solar, is a radical new
alternative to the silicon flat panels we see on rooftops
today. The emerging breakthrough technology offers a
low-cost way to harness the sun’s energy with a much
wider range of applications. The idea is that you can
apply solar paint to various surfaces, such as the sides
of buildings, roofs and vehicles to convert the light from
the sun into electricity at efficiency levels comparable to
those of conventional solar panels.

A harvest for the world
With the earth’s population expected to hit more
than nine billion by 2050, the potential of genetically
modified (GM) crops to contribute to food security
through improved yields and increased productivity
remains. However, despite the support of foundation
funders such as Bill and Melinda Gates, for the first
time in 20 years, the overall area planted with GM crops
declined globally this year, fueled by collapsing prices
for commodities that include corn and cotton. 6
Innovation in genetically modified crops continues,
although at a slowing rate in the face of environmental
and regulatory headwinds. Key players like Monsanto
and DuPont Pioneer (formerly Pioneer Hi-Bred) continue
to develop novel organisms, such as those described
in US20160264984A1 to Monsanto for a new transgenic
plant cell producing seed with enhanced cold tolerance,
or US20160060647A1 to DuPont Pioneer for increasing
drought tolerance in plants e.g., Arabidopsis and maize,
by introducing recombinant DNA.

Clean water from carbon
Millions of people today do not have ready access
to clean drinking water and by 2025 that access will
become scarce for 1.2 billion people. A practical and
ubiquitous process for removing salt from seawater
will be a game changer. Scientists at the University of
Manchester have developed a method for desalinating
seawater using a simple graphene membrane with
holes wide enough to allow water molecules through,
but small enough to prevent the passage of solute
molecules such as sodium chloride. The promising
graphene oxide sieve could be highly efficient at
filtering salts, and will now be tested against existing
desalination membranes.

http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/#growthrate
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/2015-report.html
“Global, regional, and national age-sex-specific all-cause and cause-specific mortality for
240 causes of death, 1990-2013: a systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2013,”
The Lancet, 17 December 2014
4
http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-us/cancer-news/press-release/2015-02-04-1-in2-people-in-the-uk-will-get-cancer
5
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/crux/2016/03/23/nuclear-fusion-reactor-research/#.WO4qiPkrKCg
6
https://phys.org/news/2016-04-growth-gm-crops-years.html
1
2
3
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At Clarivate Analytics, our mission is to
accelerate the pace of innovation. We are
proud to support scientists, engineers and
entrepreneurs alike as they strive to address
the challenges we face today as a planet.
The current status of progress is captured
within these pages. We invite you to discover
what’s happening in the state of innovation
today and how innovation is helping to ensure
more efficient use of natural resources and
turn back the clock on Earth Overshoot Day.
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Although still on an
upward trajectory, global
innovation activity as a
whole slowed down this
year ... That slowdown was
driven largely by China.
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Overview of the state of innovation
Innovation growth takes a rain check
Although still on an upward trajectory, global innovation activity as a whole slowed down this year with an 8 percent
year-over-year growth in the number of inventions appearing in published patents, compared with a growth of 14
percent last year and an average growth of 12 percent for the five-year period 2011-2015. That slowdown was driven
largely by China, which now accounts for over six of every 10 patented inventions worldwide. China saw a drop in
patenting activity with a 9 percent year-over-year growth 2015-2016, compared to 25 percent growth 2014-2015.
That in turn could be due to the Chinese stall in economic growth and corresponding slackening in R&D investment
(estimated GERD growth was 8.5 percent in 2016, down from 8.9 percent in 2015).
Over the long term, however, a look at the overall global trend from 2009–2016 shows a consistently active and
robust commitment to innovation (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Global innovation output across 12 sectors (2009–2016)

In terms of specific industries, innovation is being driven by consumables (food, tobacco, brewing, cosmetics),
life sciences (biotech, pharma) and selected hi-tech (aerospace, semiconductors, information technology).
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Research and innovation
In the lifecycle of innovation, discovery forms the bedrock of developments. Academic research and education
are at the start of the innovation process, but are insufficient by themselves. The process of converting new ideas
into commercially successful novel services and products is driven by entrepreneurship and relies on the notion
of return on investment. That return is afforded by patents. Analysis shows that scientific and scholarly research
typically precedes discovery and the protection of innovation rights by a number of years. In order to have a fuller
understanding of how technology is unfolding, it’s important to also consider developments and trends in academic
research as captured in the scientific literature.
In terms of specific industries, innovation is being driven
by consumables (food, tobacco, brewing, cosmetics),
life sciences (biotech, pharma) and selected hi-tech
(aerospace, semiconductors, information technology)
(see Figure 2). A look across the last decade and
research related to the 12 innovation areas, as contained

in the Web of Science, shows that after a dip during
the early years of the global economic crisis, output has
resumed a strong pattern of growth, as shown in Figure
3, although the dip in 2016 is notable and may reflect
the recent climate of uncertainty and accompanying
slowdown in research funding.

Figure 2: Percentage growth in innovation activity (2015–2016)

Figure 3: Scientific research output across 12 innovation areas (2006–2016)
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Figure 4: Overall view of innovation

%

Industry

2016 Volume

2015 Volume

% Change

5%

Aerospace & defense

81,000

71,633

13%

11%

Automotive

189,718

177,705

7%

3%

Biotechnology

50,722

41,624

22%

1%

Cosmetics & wellbeing

13,922

11,307

23%

2%

Food, beverage & tobacco

36,920

26,605

39%

6%

Home appliances

87,858

86,301

2%

33%

Information technology

493,229

429,806

15%

8%

Medical devices

122,399

118,658

3%

2%

Oil & gas

28,712

27,556

4%

9%

Pharmaceuticals

139,222

116,286

20%

8%

Semiconductors

121,876

114,488

6%

11%

Telecommunications

167,399

166,601

0.5%

Figure 5: View of innovation by sector

Volumes given are for the sum of subsectors
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Aerospace & defense
Summary
Innovation in the aerospace and defense sector
continues to grow healthily with a 13 percent increase
in patents (15 percent last year) and a 26 percent
increase in scientific publications. That growth was
driven by structures and systems (17 percent), space
vehicles and satellite technologies (16 percent) and
advanced materials (12 percent). Some examples of
innovation in these subsectors are a method for
manufacturing ceramic matrix composite article for
aerospace vehicles (EP2484653 to Pratt & Whitney),
a space aircraft for aeronautical flight, which has
maneuverable shutters for transition from space flight
to aeronautical flight phase of aircraft (EP2981461A1
to Airbus) and a novel continuous carbon fiber
reinforced polymer matrix composite material for
aerospace application (CN104031376 to University
Dalian Technology).

The US leads in the impact of its academic research
in aerospace, with six of the top 10 institutions
based in that country. These are joined by three
European and one Chinese organization, showing
again the international nature of aerospace research
and development. For example, a paper entitled
“Design optimization of a novel NPR crash box based
on multi-objective genetic algorithm”8, which describes
a novel crash box made from lower mass and higher
performance structures with Negative Poisson’s Ratio
(NPR) that can be widely used in aerospace and
vehicle industry, is a collaborative effort from
University of Michigan System, Nanjing University
and Hunan University.

Global markets and economies of scale give the
aerospace and defense sector an international
profile, with the top 10 innovators coming from six
countries (China, US, France, South Korea, UK and
Japan). The top organizations this year are Chinese,
including the Chinese State Aviation company, AVIC,
whose major focus is currently to develop domestic
indigenous military technologies, but aims to compete
with Airbus and Boeing in the civilian airline industry in
the future. Despite its recent woes, Rolls-Royce puts
in a top 10 appearance this year, demonstrating its
determination to innovate for the future security and
success of the company.

Design optimization of a novel NPR crash box based on multi-objective genetic algorithm”, STRUCTURAL
AND MULTIDISCIPLINARY OPTIMIZATION, Volume: 54, Issue: 3, Page: 673-684, Published: SEP 2016. DOI:
10.1007/s00158-016-1452-z
9
http://www.aerospacemanufacturinganddesign.com/article/amd0814-materials-aerospace-manufacturing/
8”
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The mix of materials in aerospace will
continue to change in coming years
with composites, freshly machineable
metals and new metals increasingly occupying
the space of traditional materials. The industry
continues to march toward components of lighter
weights, increased strengths and greater heat and
corrosion resistance.”9
— Michael Standridge, Aerospace industry
specialist at Sandvik Coromant

Aerospace & Defense
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Figure 6: Aerospace & defense overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

38%

Production techniques

24255

22392

8%

23%

Advanced materials

14601

13002

12%

14%

Structures & systems

8741

7468

17%

12%

Propulsion plants

7361

6760

9%

11%

Instrumentation

7238

6502

11%

3%

Space vehicles & satellite technologies

1647

1424

16%

Figure 7: Aerospace & defense innovation by subsector

Production techniques

11%

3%

Advanced materials
Structures & systems
Propulsion plants

12%

38%

Instrumentation
Space vehicles & satellite technologies

14%
23%
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Figure 8: Top 10 global innovators–aerospace & defense (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

State Grid Corporation of China

China

907

AVIC Xi'an Aircraft Industry (Group) Company LTD.

China

875

United Technologies

US

808

Boeing

US

744

France

655

US

583

S Korea

533

UK

398

LG Electronics

S Korea

358

Toyota

Japan

348

Country

# Inventions

China Academy Launch Vehicle Technology

China

240

Harbin Institute of Technology

China

205

S Korea

170

University Beijing Aeronautics & Astronautics

China

113

Shanghai Satellite Engineering

China

111

Beijing Space Aerocraft Collectivity

China

106

Shanghai Aerospace System Engineering

China

105

Beijing Institute of Control Engineering

China

100

Beijing Institute Spacecraft Environment Engineering

China

80

Mitsubishi Electric

Japan

77

Airbus Operations
General Electric
Hyundai
Rolls-Royce

Figure 9: Top 10 space technology innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Korea Aerospace Research Institute
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Figure 10: Top 10 space technology innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Airbus

France

236

Thales

France

89

Information Satellite Systems Reshetnev

Russia

76

Energiya Rocket

Russia

72

Centre National Etudes Spatiales

France

52

Snecma

France

32

German Aerospace Center (DLR)

Germany

26

Khrunichev Res Prodn Space Cent

Russia

26

Mechanical Engineering Research Institute

Russia

23

Machine Eng Res Prodn Military Ind Corp

Russia

19

Figure 11: Top 10 space technology innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Boeing

US

300

Honeywell

US

41

Space Systems/Loral Llc

US

36

Lockheed Martin Corp

US

31

NASA US Nat Aero & Space Admin

US

31

Raytheon Co

US

30

UTC Aerospace systems

US

17

US Sec Of Navy

US

15

Emcore Solar Power Inc

US

15

Northrop Grumman Systems Corp

US

13
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Figure 12: Most influential scientific research institutions in aerospace (2006-2016)
Country

# of Papers (WoS)

Category Normalized
Citation Impact*

University of Michigan System

US

461

1.56

University of Texas Austin

US

356

1.40

National University of Defense Technology

China

619

1.27

United States Department of Energy (DOE)

US

345

1.22

Netherlands

463

1.21

France

587

1.21

University of Florida

US

320

1.19

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

US

549

1.18

Italy

370

1.18

US

577

1.16

Institution

Delft University of Technology
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)

Sapienza University Rome
Goddard Space Flight Center

*This impact measure normalizes for subject, year, and document type for
a group of documents that may be assigned to more than one subject field.
The world average is represented by “1.00,” with scores above or below that
mark to be assessed accordingly.
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From star-gazing
to space travel
by Tony Gammell

W

ho among us has not gazed upwards at the night sky in sheer
wonder at the vastness and beauty of the cosmic tapestry?
And who has not wondered what the future of space travel and
exploration might look like? In the last decade, exoplanets have been
discovered in their thousands, rovers have been exploring the surface
of Mars and vehicles made of exotic materials capable of withstanding
the rigors of outer space have been developed. And yet, the future
relies as much on the all-important factor of cost and its effect on
the innovation process as it does on today’s advancements.
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As of today, we still have not put a person on Mars
nor have we left another footprint on the lunar surface.
Space travel, even to get to Low Earth Orbit (LEO), is
an expensive endeavor and routine trips are out of the
financial reach of many innovators looking to stake a
claim in this sector. New innovations in the areas of
spaceflight, communications, materials, earth imaging and medicine have floated just out of reach, kept
behind a prohibitive cost barrier.
Clearly, there is a growing hunger to travel to space,
but it must make economic sense for all parties
involved, be they government offices, interested
companies or launch facility providers. Even in the
darkness of space, cash is king. Thankfully, key
partnerships between countries and private entities
are beginning to take the initial steps, which should
reduce the cost associated with research and
innovation in space.
In recent years, NASA has engaged in a series of
cost-reducing initiatives by partnering with private
entities, and the implications for innovation are
extremely positive. In particular, the partnership with
Elon Musk’s SpaceX has caught the public’s attention.
On March 30 2017, a first stage rocket, previously used
for a cargo resupply mission to the International Space
Station, was launched and landed successfully.
This achievement, providing it can be repeated in
a reliable and regular manner, has the potential to
completely change how we access space in terms of
the associated costs. Furthermore, SpaceX may be
the first to successfully reuse a rocket and land it in
this manner, but competitors will soon follow suit
and further cost savings can be expected.

On the other side of the Atlantic, the decision by the
British government to provide grants of up to £10
million to companies looking to launch from UK-based
space ports by 2020 is a clear signal that there is huge
potential for growth in the sector. The UK is a world
leader in satellite technology and is likely keen to
strengthen its position in the coming post-Brexit era.
In addition, the government has drafted legislation
that will help to regulate and operate the commercial
spaceflight market. While there is little doubt over the
potential of the strategy, a number of key industry
figures have cast some doubt on their own ability to
launch satellites from the UK by 2020. Regardless of the
eventual timeline, these steps should see the UK capture a larger portion of a global market that is expected to be worth £25 billion over the next 20 years. The
country will also reap benefits in science, development
and innovation thanks to this initiative.
Heading further east, India is heavily focused on
becoming a major player in the multi-billion dollar
satellite launch market and is now able to launch
heavy satellites, such as the 3,136 kilogram GSAT-19
communications satellite launched using the
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mark-III
(GSLV Mk-III). In February this year, its space program
broke a world record when it launched 104 satellites
at once, mostly for foreign customers. In addition,
it has launched satellites for a number of global
companies that include Google and Airbus, earning
India millions in revenue.
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Around the world, the exploration of less expensive
and reusable technologies is an important driver of
overall innovation in aerospace. The sector experienced
a 13 percent increase in patents compared to 2015,
with space vehicles and satellite technologies showing
one of the largest jumps at 16 percent.
Boeing, which heads the list of North America
assignees in space vehicles and satellite technologies,
has registered a number of interesting patents.
In particular, the company’s patents for a reusable
thrust augmentation stage used during the initial
space vehicle launch stage (US9457918B2), a carbon
nanotube protective blanket for providing thermal/
ballistic/EMI protection for spacecraft/payloads
(EP3042760A1), a method for predicting lightning
strike damage to an aircraft or aerial vehicle
(US20160077027A1) and a method for searching
satellite transfer orbit (EP2990338A1) catch the eye.
While the US still leads the way in terms of impact in
academic research, that country now hold six of the
top 10 spots, compared to eight in the previous year.
China appears on the list representing Asia (a region that
did not make last year’s academic report) due to China’s
heavy space exploration investment in a bid to become
the next space superpower. Indeed, if China can offer
the same technologies and products currently being
manufactured in the US aerospace sector, but at a lower
cost, commercial operators may begin to use Chinese
products instead.

Reusable thrust augmentation
stage US9457918B2; Source
Derwent Innovation

Looking forward, access to cheaper orbital launches
will see revolutionary innovations in space flight,
communications, medicine and other areas become
a reality. If progress over the last decade has been
impressive, just wait and see what developments
await the next generations to come.
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Automotive
Summary
Automotive innovation rose again this year by
7 percent compared to last. All subsectors bar
one (entertainment systems) saw growth, although
more modest than last year, with the largest gains
in alternative powered vehicles (13 percent), steering
systems (10 percent) and navigation systems (9 percent).
The industry focus on developing cleaner low emission,
hybrid, electric and fuel cell forms of propulsion is
clearly shown here, as is the continuing innovation in
autonomous vehicle technology, key elements of which
comprise navigation and steering control.
That innovation is originating from around the globe
with five of the top 10 firms coming from Asia, three
from Germany and two from the US. Japan’s Toyota
takes top slot again followed by 3 out of 4 of last year’s
top five – Hyundai (South Korea), Bosch (Germany) and
Denso (Japan) – with Ford (US) this year taking Honda’s
(Japan) place from last year.
Toyota continues to innovate in the autonomous vehicle
space with inventions in geographical information
systems, anti-collision aids and navigational aids.
For example, US20160161270 discloses an automated
driving system for self-driving vehicles without driver
interaction in which the autonomous vehicle is required
to yield to other traffic before proceeding through an
intersection. JP2016162229 describes a method to
detect a vehicle in the driver’s blind spot and slow
the driver’s vehicle to ensure the other vehicle is
visible before switching from autonomous to
manual driving mode.

China’s fourth-largest automaker by sales, BAIC Motor,
and the Volkswagen Group (Germany) both make a
first-time appearance in the top 10 in sixth and tenth
places respectively, and the group is rounded out by
Daimler (Germany) and GM (US) in eighth and ninth
places respectively.
In terms of alternative-powered vehicle innovation,
Japan’s Toyota again outperforms the other innovators
in this space by nearly 3 to 1 with over 9,000 inventions
2012-2016 compared to the next closest firm, Hyundai,
with 3,373 inventions.
Germany and France are this year again the only two
countries in Europe in the top 10 for alternative powered
vehicles, with Germany taking seven of the 10 spots.
The US occupied all of the top 10 in North America,
with Ford and GM swapping the top slot from last year.
The top 10 organizations publishing the largest
number of scientific papers in the automotive sector
are a mixture of corporate and academic institutions.
Scientific research in automotive technology is
centered in the US, with five of the top 10 most prolific
organizations based there. The four European
organizations are split between Germany (two),
France and Italy (one each). Asia is solely represented
by the Indian Institute of Technology.
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Because the vehicles of the future will be
connected among themselves and to the cloud
infrastructure, there are important issues related
to security and privacy. We are paying great attention to the
design of software and hardware so that cyber-attacks can
be prevented and, if the defenses are eluded, they can be at
least detected and isolated, while allowing the passengers
to determine how much information about their trips and
behaviors they wish to share.
— Alberto Sangiovanni Vincentelli, Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, University of California, Berkley
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Figure 13: Automotive overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

23%

Alternative powered vehicles

42880

37844

13%

11%

Navigation systems

21568

19753

9%

11%

Transmission

20299

20175

1%

10%

Seats, seatbelts and airbags

19754

18165

9%

10%

Safety

19076

18551

3%

7%

Suspension systems

13431

12827

5%

6%

Steering systems

11925

10841

10%

6%

Pollution control

10667

10114

5%

5%

Security systems

9217

8627

7%

4%

Braking systems

8262

7654

8%

4%

Engine design and systems

8048

7845

3%

2%

Entertainment systems

4591

4659

-1%

Figure 14: Automotive innovation by subsector
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Figure 15: Top 10 global innovators–automotive (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Toyota

Japan

3792

Hyundai

S Korea

2714

US

2048

Germany

2039

Japan

1965

Germany

1922

Honda

Japan

1625

Daimler

Germany

1551

US

1140

China

1106

Country

# Inventions

Toyota

Japan

9125

Hyundai

S Korea

3373

LG Chem

S Korea

2681

Nissan

Japan

2597

Denso

Japan

2435

Honda

Japan

2343

Samsung

S Korea

2175

State Grid Corporation of China

China

1822

Panasonic

Japan

1794

Toyoda

Japan

1793

Ford
Robert Bosch
Denso
Volkswagen Group

GM
BAIC Motor

Figure 16: Top 10 alternative-powered vehicle innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company
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Figure 17: Top 10 alternative-powered vehicle innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Robert Bosch

Germany

3194

Daimler

Germany

1730

VAG

Germany

1521

BMW

Germany

711

Renault

France

631

Siemens

Germany

614

PSA

France

612

Valeo

France

426

Continental

Germany

392

Schaeffler

Germany

342

Figure 18: Top 10 alternative-powered vehicle innovators–North America (2012-2016)t
Company

Country

# Inventions

Ford

US

1701

General Motors (GM)

US

1375

General Electric

US

352

Johnson Controls Technology

US

207

Caterpillar

US

162

Qualcomm

US

116

Lear Corp

US

103

Remy Technologies

US

99

DuPont

US

98

IBM

US

94
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Figure 19: Most prolific scientific research organizations in automotive (2006–2016)
Institution

Country

# of Papers (WoS)

France

540

General Motors Company

US

466

University of Michigan System

US

321

Ford Motor Company

US

321

United States Department of Energy (DOE)

US

294

University of California System

US

252

Technical University of Munich

Germany

244

Polytechnic University of Turin

Italy

243

Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)

India

230

Germany

217

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)

Daimler AG
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Self-driving cars
–the race is definitely on
by Kevin Chapman

T

he drive for vehicle autonomy is heating up as everyone wants a slice of
what will be a multi-billion dollar technology. Most mainstream vehicle
manufacturers are developing self-drive intelligent vehicles and no-one wants
to miss the boat when these vehicles go to market. Companies understand the
wide range of technology required to get a car to drive itself, whether that’s
collision avoidance technology such as LiDAR (light detection and ranging),
cameras for 360-degree vision, navigation systems or trivial yet essential sensing
systems, which may already be patented. Intellectual property will therefore
play an important part in defining who comes out in front. Companies that
own patents for technology essential to autonomous driving could benefit from
licensing opportunities or be susceptible to takeovers as players strive to access
these essential technologies.
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Google has been involved since the start in 2009
and has a head start over the competition due to
amassing hundreds of patents covering the
technologies required for autonomous driving,
including a LiDAR device mounted on a car
(US8836922B1), nearby aggressive driving behavior
detection (US20140236414A1) and autonomous
driving mode (dis)engagement (US20170043788A1).
Google is actively engaged in safeguarding its patent
portfolio and protecting its autonomous vehicle
investment. Alphabet Inc.’s Waymo is currently suing
Uber’s self-driving truck start-up Otto over possible
theft of its laser LiDAR design (The United States District
Court for the Northern District of California, Docket
Number 3:17cv00939). Due to Google’s huge initial
investment in autonomous vehicles, the company
must make sure it ultimately gets its return on that
investment by defending its IP.
Licensing, collaborations or acquisitions will also
define who stays in the race. Intel has paid $15.3 billion
for Mobileye, an Israeli company that makes chips
and cameras usable in a self-driving vehicle with a
portfolio of over 100 inventions described in patents.
Artificial intelligence-focused chips capable of running
neural networks will be able to learn discrete tasks
by analyzing large amounts of data, such as detailed
image recognition. Acquisitions of this size indicate the
growth opportunity associated with self-driving cars
and the need to obtain the required technology if you
want to be in the race at the finish line.
Due to the vast range of technology required to
get a vehicle to drive fully autonomously, companies
are having to collaborate in order to gain access to
these technologies, IP and expertise of individuals.
Collaborations include:

Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) device mounted
on car (US8836922B1); Source: Derwent Innovation

• Mobileye, Intel and BMW have teamed up to put a
fleet of test vehicles on the road
• Uber/Otto formed an alliance with Volvo Car Group
and are testing the self-driving XC90 SUV
• Alphabet Inc., Google’s parent company, has formed a
joint venture with Fiat/Chrysler to put some Chrysler
Pacifica hybrid minivans on the road, though it will
not be sharing its proprietary self-driving technology
• Renault and Nissan have formed an alliance and have
signed a research contract with TransDev to develop
a public and on-demand transportation service, with
initial tests using Renault’s electric ZOE hatchback.
Self-driving vehicle testing is being carried out in
real-life situations in a number of countries, especially
the US. Testing in multiple countries is necessary to
take into account differences in road infrastructure,
traffic situations and driving behavior.
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The decisions a Nissan Leaf has to take negotiating
London’s busy roads around the Excel Centre is quite
different from a Volvo XC90 travelling along a multi-lane
highway. Testing hasn’t always gone to plan. An Uber
Volvo has already been flipped on its side in Tempe,
Arizona after a collision with a human-driven car.
Testing is revealing how difficult it will be to make
vehicles truly autonomous. Making vehicles drive
themselves along a motorway using adaptive cruise
control, lane deviation detection, automatic steering
etc., is one thing, but getting vehicles to handle more
complex situations is another level entirely.
An autonomous vehicle could become paralyzed
at a four-way intersection where there are no specific
rights of way or programmable rules to follow,
whereas a human driver could readily understand
who has priority by recognizing facial or other gestures
from the other drivers. In the case of the Uber Volvo
crash, it was deemed the fault of the human driver,
but autonomous vehicles are going to have to learn
to anticipate the fact that drivers do nip through traffic
signals without due consideration and make bad
decisions. These vehicles will need to learn to yield
despite having road priority, and it is definitely going
to be a balancing act between getting a vehicle to drive
itself safely but also aggressively enough so that we
don’t end up with a standoff of vehicles with each one
trying to give way to the other. It would be simple if
every vehicle was autonomous, as they could simply
“talk” to each other, but the mix of autonomous- and
human-piloted vehicles will make the introduction of
self-driving vehicles all the more difficult.
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Along with the technology solutions being developed to
implement self-drive and driverless vehicles, there will
be legal, insurance and ethical dilemmas to sort out:
• Would you need to take a driving test?
• Would you need car insurance?
• Who takes the blame when a vehicle driving
autonomously is involved in an accident?
These key questions will need to be resolved if people
are going to accept self-driving vehicles, though some of
these questions may only be truly answered when the
first cases go to court.
One thing is for sure: as vehicles become more
autonomous and “connected” they will become
potentially life-changing. Your artificial intelligent IoT
(Internet of Things) Connected Autonomous Vehicle
(CAV) could pick you up on request, sense your mood
or physical condition and react accordingly, even share
your physiological data with your remote “connected”
doctor. Your “CAV” could help you work or relax on your
journey before dropping you off at your destination.
It could then go and park itself or go off and act as a car
share, earning you some extra income until you tell it to
come back. The possibilities are huge.
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Summary
Biotech innovation is back on track after a decline in
activity last year with a strong recovery of 22 percent
increase over 2015 in year-over-year innovation output.
All subsectors show good growth, especially diagnosis
of diseases, general biotechnology and drug discovery.
China and the US lead the world in biotech innovation,
with four and three organizations respectively in the
global top 10. The top place is occupied by Institute
of Crop Science CAAS; a significant proportion of their
innovation is related to DNA-amplification methods
for enhanced detection of diseases in crops such as
CN105695609A describing a PCR primer for screening
cabbage (Brassica oleracea) with wilt disease resistance.
The remaining three slots go to France, South Korea and
Switzerland, with one organization each.
Seven of the top 10 global biotech innovators are
either a university or research institute. This mix is
maintained when looking at the regional subsector
leaders in cancer treatment innovation in Asia and
North America, although the balance is shifted in
Europe with seven of the top 10 European cancer
treatment innovators being private-sector firms.

Biotech scientific and academic research output
continues to grow, although at a slowing rate–from
10 percent three years ago to just 2 percent last year.
The US again dominates biotech scientific and scholarly
research output with eight of the top 10 organizations.
The remaining two are from Europe, one of which is
headquartered in the UK and the other in Germany.
Once again the Broad Institute takes the lead spot with
the most impactful research, and MIT regains second
place from third last year.
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Figure 20: Biotechnology overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

72%

General biotechnology

42489

30197

41%

14%

Diagnosis of diseases

8233

5614

47%

9%

Cancer treatment

5478

4412

24%

3%

Genetically modified crops

2071

1969

5%

2%

Drug discovery

1068

824

30%

Figure 21: Biotechnology innovation by subsector
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Figure 22: Top 10 global innovators–biotechnology (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

China

694

DuPont

US

389

Monsanto

US

351

China

333

US

285

Zhejiang University

China

252

BGI

China

204

Switzerland

199

INSERM

France

185

Rural Development Administration

S Korea

171

Country

# Inventions

China

115

S Korea

111

China

93

S Korea

87

China

83

S Korea

82

Singapore

79

Peking University

China

75

Basic Medical Sci Inst Acad Military Med

China

75

Zhejiang University

China

74

Institute of Crop Science CAAS

Jiangnan University
University of California

Roche

Figure 23: Top 10 biotech-in-cancer innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company
Fudan University
Samsung
Institute of Basic Medical Sciences Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Yonsei University
Suzhou Puluoda Biological Technology
Seoul National University
A*STAR Agency for Science Technology & Research
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Figure 24: Top 10 biotech-in-cancer innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Roche

Switzerland

324

INSERM

France

266

CNRS

France

195

Novartis

Switzerland

182

Sanofi

France

130

Astra Zeneca (Medimmune)

UK

107

UCL Business

UK

83

Bayer Pharmaceutical

Germany

61

Deut Krebsforschungszentrum

Germany

60

Glaxo Group

UK

58

Figure 25: Top 10 biotech-in-cancer innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

University of California

US

271

Genentech

US

269

University of Texas System

US

202

US Department Health & Human Services

US

191

Dana Farber Cancer Institute

US

163

Johns Hopkins University

US

157

Abbvie

US

151

University of Pennsylvania

US

150

Sloan Kettering Institute

US

138

Massachusetts General Hospital

US

135
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Figure 26: Most influential scientific research institutions in biotech (2006-2016)
Country

# of Papers (WoS)

Category Normalized
Citation Impact*

Broad Institute

US

488

8.23

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

US

1448

4.80

Massachusetts General Hospital

US

570

4.41

Germany

714

4.40

Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute

UK

694

4.30

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

US

816

4.29

VA Boston Healthcare System

US

1049

3.63

Harvard University

US

2789

3.59

Joint BioEnergy Institute - JBEI

US

317

3.57

University of Maryland College Park

US

640

3.24

Institution

European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)

*This impact measure normalizes for subject, year, and document type for
a group of documents that may be assigned to more than one subject field.
The world average is represented by “1.00,” with scores above or below that
mark to be assessed accordingly.
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Immunotherapy
–a promising weapon in the
war on cancer
by Tim Fulcher

I

n 2012, there were an estimated 14.1 million new cases of cancer
and 8.2 million cancer deaths. By 2030, these numbers are expected
to increase to 21.7 million and 13 million, respectively, mostly as a
result of growing and rapidly ageing populations, but also due to the
increasing prevalence of western lifestyles such as smoking, physical
inactivity and poor diet, in the developing world. In recent years, our
increasing knowledge of the causes of cancer and intense research and
development has led to the introduction of innovative and effective
cancer screening methods and treatments, so the word “cancer” should
not automatically strike terror in us.
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This is clearly a major advance for
cancer. This is a great example of
how scientific knowledge has been
converted into a new preventive or treatment
strategy that has had a profound impact on a
number of different cancers. If we can activate
the immune system, the immune system is then
very well designed to recognize the cancer as
foreign and attack it.”
— Dr. Ron DePinho, President, University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center
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Over the last 20 years, the age of standardized
cancer mortality rate has decreased by ~1 percent
per year in the US, Europe and other high income
areas. For example, the introduction of cervical
screening programs and routine human papilloma
virus vaccination in 71 countries has reduced the
number of new cervical cancer cases by 50 percent.
The introduction of cisplatin has been instrumental
in reducing testicular cancer mortality by two-thirds
in the US since 1975. However, there is still an urgent
need for more effective treatments for cancers that
are difficult to treat such as pancreatic cancer, and
also for ‘’kinder’’ treatments.
Cancer immunotherapy is an exciting, relatively new
therapy that treats cancer by unleashing the power
of the immune system, in contrast to the conventional
therapies of radiation therapy and surgery, which
disrupt it and can cause debilitating side effects,
including nausea, fatigue, hair loss and myelosuppression. In fact, the American Society of Clinical Oncology
designated cancer immunotherapy as the 2016
Advance of the Year.
The immune system has unique properties, including
its memory capacity, specificity and its role in human
biology, so immunotherapy has the potential to cure a
wide range of cancers and give long-lasting remissions
with reduced side effects. It’s the most promising
new cancer treatment approach since the advent of
chemotherapy in the 1940s and is an ever-growing
area of clinical research.
The main types of cancer immunotherapy are:
• Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) designed to target
antigens or markers on the surface of cancer cells, so
that they are marked for destruction by immune cells

• Immune checkpoint inhibitors that block the ability
of cancer cells to use checkpoint molecules to escape from the immune system and reactivate T cells,
B cells and other cells to destroy cancer cells
• Cancer vaccines that initiate an immune response
against cancer cells without affecting healthy cells
• Oncolytic virus immunotherapy using genetically
modified viruses to kill cancer cells
• T-cell therapy that involves modifying T-cells
removed from a patient’s blood so that they include
receptors allowing recognition of cancer cells and
then re-administering the cells.
Rituximab is a chimeric monoclonal antibody against
the CD20 antigen on the surface of B cells and was the
first antibody treatment for cancer approved by the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1997.
Rituximab is sold by Roche as Rituxan® and is used
for treating non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) and
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). It is the bestselling anticancer drug, generating $7.10 billion in
global sales in 2015 and it is still expected to generate
$5 billion in annual sales in 2020, despite losing US
patent protection in 2015. Rituxan® has a 5 year
relative survival rate of 70 percent and a 10 year
relative survival rate of 60 percent. Roche is hoping
that another anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody called
Gazvya® (obinutuzumab) that was approved by the
FDA in 2013 and is used for treating CLL, will be
equally lucrative.
In March 2011, the FDA approved Yervoy ®
(ipilimumab) from Bristol-Myers Squibb as the first
immune checkpoint inhibitor for treating advanced
melanoma. It is a monoclonal antibody that inhibits
cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4).
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Keytruda® (pembrolizumab) from Merck was approved
in September 2014 and is used for treating metastatic
melanoma, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC),
Hodgkin’s lymphoma and head and neck cancer.
It is best known for successfully treating brain cancer
due to metastatic melanoma in former US President
Jimmy Carter. Opdivo® (nivolumab) from Bristol-Myers
Squibb and Ono Pharmaceuticals was approved in
December 2014 and is used for treating advanced
melanoma, advanced lung cancer, advanced kidney
cancer, bladder cancer, Hodgkin’s Lymphoma and
squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck.
Keytruda® and Opdivo® are both programmed
death receptor-1 (PD-1) inhibitors.
Genentech has developed Tecentriq® (atezolizumab)
as the first PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor and in May 2016, it
was approved for treating urothelial carcinoma and
advanced NSCLC. In March 2017, Bavencio® (avelumab), a PD-L1 blocking antibody, received accelerated
FDA approval for treating metastatic Merkel cell
carcinoma in patients at least 12 years of age.
Several antibody-drug conjugates have been
approved by the FDA, including Adcetris® (brentuximab
vedotin) for treating Hodgkin and anaplastic large cell
lymphoma. The antibody allows binding to a target
molecule on the surface of cancer cells. Researchers are
combining parts of two antibodies to form a bispecific
antibody, where one part attaches to a cancer cell
and the other attaches to an immune cell. This may
produce a more effective immune response and
prevent the immune system reacting against itself
to produce side effects and destroying the mAbs.
Researchers are also combining drugs that have
different targets. Nivolumab, which targets PD-1,
and ipilimumab, which targets CTLA-4 have been
shown to be more effective in treating melanoma
than using either treatment alone.
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Cancer immunotherapy has captivated the imagination
of the general public and researchers, but does the
reality match the hype? Results can be extraordinary,
but some studies suggest that only a small number
of cancer patients benefit from immunotherapy.
A study carried out by Prof. Vinay Prasad and
Dr. Nathan Gay from the Oregon Health and Science
University, using US national cancer statistics and
FDA approvals up to February 2017, determined that
no FDA approved immunotherapies are available for
68.8 percent of Americans predicted to die of cancer
and only 26 percent of patients could expect their
tumors to shrink as a result of immunotherapy.
Combining the calculations showed that only
8 percent of Americans dying from cancer in 2017
might benefit from administration of an immune
checkpoint inhibitor.
Typically, the side effects of immunotherapy are
uncommon and mild, but they can be life threatening.
There is some evidence to suggest that immunotherapy
may increase the growth of tumors in some patients. In
a study at the Gustave Roussy Institute in France,
of 131 patients, 12 patients exhibited hyperprogressive
growth after taking anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 immunotherapies. It may be possible to identify these “at risk”
patients by genetically testing tumors.
Maybe our initial excitement and enthusiasm for
immunotherapy should be tempered by the limited
number of approved therapies and the potential side
effects. However, as researchers learn more about the
interactions between our immune system and cancer
and carry out more clinical trials, we can look forward
to the development of more effective immunotherapies
in the future.
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Cosmetics & wellbeing
Summary
Building on the foundation of last year’s modest growth,
this year innovation in cosmetics and wellbeing is up in
both patents and research information by 23 percent
and 18 percent respectively.

In the make-up subsector, L’Oreal again heads
the category with nearly five times the number of
inventions (1,511) than that of the next most prolific
innovator, Procter & Gamble, with 333 inventions.

Innovation in skin-related technology, the largest
subsector, is particularly strong at 24 percent
(although perfume and antiperspirant subsectors
have higher growth, they represent just 4 percent of the
technology area). The major areas within skin-related
technology include the expected areas of new cosmetic
compositions, soaps, face masks and treatments for
skin conditions (so called cosmeceuticals), but this
year sees a prominent rise of traditional Chinese
medicine applications in cosmetics and wellbeing.
For example, a natural wrinkle-resisting skin
rejuvenating Chinese angelica skin care product is
described in CN105796463A, which also helps to
improve the quality of sleep.

France also takes the top spot in terms of
cosmetics-related scientific research in the form
of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS). The prominence of France in this sector is
partly a result of collaboration between academia
and industry in that CNRS group has a number of
patents together with L’Oreal and is funded by L’Oreal
in a significant number of research projects reported
in the scientific and academic research literature.

L’Oreal regains its position as the most globally
active innovator in the space with last year’s leader,
LG Household and Healthcare, moving to fourth place
this year. The global nature of the cosmetics business
is reflected by the diverse geographic mix of the top 10
with organizations from Japan (two), South Korea (two)
and China (two) and France, Germany, India and US with
one each.
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Driven by legal and consumer
pressure, reformulation of
skincare and cosmetics will increase
dramatically over the next few years:
market leaders in this sector will be those finding
the balance between cosmetic effectiveness
and environmental awareness. As development
accelerates and compositions become more
environmentally friendly, biopolymer and
naturally derived alternatives will soon be as
ubiquitous as the polluting plastic microbeads
they replace.”
— Peta Leggatt, Technology and Policy Expert,
Clarivate Analytics

Cosmetics & wellbeing
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Figure 27: Cosmetics & wellbeing overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

42%

Skin

7545

6063

24%

37%

Make-up

6569

5597

17%

16%

Hair

2914

2522

16%

2%

Perfume

390

289

35%

2%

Antiperspirant

370

264

40%

Figure 28: Cosmetics & wellbeing innovation by subsector

2%
2%

16%

42%

37%
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Figure 29: Top 10 global innovators–cosmetics & wellbeing 2016
Company

Country

# Inventions

L'Oreal

France

366

AmorePacific

S Korea

239

Germany

237

S Korea

230

US

176

Guangzhou Danqi Daily Chem

China

141

Kao

Japan

131

Qingdao Aipaike Biotechnology

China

77

ITC

India

74

Kose

Japan

69

Country

# Inventions

Kao

Japan

688

AmorePacific Corp

S Korea

563

LG Household & Healthcare

S Korea

559

Kose

Japan

300

Shiseido

Japan

243

Pola Chem

Japan

167

Lion

Japan

129

Nippon Menard Keshohin

Japan

123

Nippon Oils & Fats

Japan

117

Guangzhou Danqi Daily Chem

China

100

Henkel
LG Household & Healthcare
Procter & Gamble

Figure 30: Top 10 make-up innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company
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Figure 31: Top 10 make-up innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

L'Oreal

France

1511

Henkel

Germany

281

BASF

Germany

196

Beiersdorf

Germany

184

Unilever

Netherlands/UK

182

CNRS

France

121

DSM

Netherlands

91

Merck Gmbh

Germany

75

Evonik Degussa

Germany

58

Symrise

Germany

57

Figure 32: Top 10 make-up innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Procter & Gamble

US

333

DuPont

US

139

Avon

US

90

Allergan

US

88

Celanese

US

87

Dow Corning

US

85

Johnson & Johnson

US

66

ELC Management

US

64

ISP Investments

US

61

Dow Global Technologies

US

56
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Figure 33: Most prolific scientific research institutions in cosmetics (2006–2016)
Institution

Country

# of Papers (WoS)

France

275

US

272

Brazil

206

University of London

UK

148

Procter & Gamble

US

139

Harvard University

US

115

Germany

115

US

114

Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR) - India

India

114

Chinese Academy of Sciences

China

109

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)
University of California System
Universidade de Sao Paulo

Free University of Berlin
US Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
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Cosmetics
–scrubbing up their act
by Peta Leggatt

U

ntil recently we’ve been polishing our teeth and exfoliating our complexions
without a second thought, so ubiquitous have “scrub” products become in
the bathroom cabinet. However, a combination of rapidly accumulating scientific
data and high-profile social media campaigns on the use of plastic microbeads in
these formulations means that this aspect of our beauty regimes is soon going to
be changing drastically.

The desirable abrasiveness in many cosmetic products, from toothpastes to
facial washes, comes from tiny polymer beads known as microbeads. They’re
made from polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyethylene terephthalate
(PET), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) or nylon (PA) and are stable for long
periods of time, non-reactive in cosmetics and can be made to uniform diameter
and hardness at low cost. All sounds good so far, but there is a downside – and
it’s a massive one.
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A “microbead” is legally defined as a bead with
diameter five millimeter or less, but those commonly
in use in cosmetics are much smaller: 10 micrometers
to one millimeter in diameter. These need to be
removed from waste water, but their small size
causes problems for filtration plants. A 2016 study
by the University of the West of Scotland found that a
state-of-the-art water treatment plant could decrease
microbead content by 98.41 percent in the final
effluent, from 15.70 +/- 5.23 microparticles per liter
1 to 0.25 +/- 0.04 microparticles per liter. This sounds
more than acceptable, until we realize that 65 million
microparticles are still getting through per day – and
this is just one treatment plant serving only 650,000
people.
These microbeads are having a devastating effect
on the environment and wildlife, effectively turning
oceans and waterways into “plastic soup.” Being
small and pale, they are mistaken for plankton by
fish and aquatic mammals and get into the food
chain, causing damage at all levels. Their stability
counts against them here, too, as these polymers are
not biodegradable and persist in the environment
for years.
Due to pressure from the scientific community and
environmental groups, governments have begun
to legislate to phase out and eventually ban plastic
microbeads. On December 18, 2015, the US Senate
unanimously passed the Microbead-Free Waters Act,
setting a final deadline of July 2019 for all cosmetics
to be microbead free. Plastic microbeads in cosmetic
products are to be entirely banned in both the UK
and France by the end of 2017: many companies
pre-empted this ruling by phasing out their use in
2015 and 2016. Strong public support seems to have
been a factor: in the UK, a 2016 Greenpeace survey
showed that two-thirds supported an outright ban.

Looking at patenting trends for microbeads in
cosmetics, the effect of public pressure and legislation
is immediately apparent. There was strong and
consistent activity in the years 2010-2013 in the area
of polymeric microbeads, but by 2014-15 this was
tapering off and in 2016 patenting activity had dropped
to almost zero. Patenting activity for non-polymeric
microbeads increased over the period 2013-2016: what
alternatives to the plastics were fueling this trend?
There are three main classes of alternatives to
plastic microbeads in development and current use:
plant-based, minerals and other polymers.
Plant-based abrasives include rice, apricot seeds,
cocoa beans, walnut or pecan shells, bamboo,
jojoba beads, oats and coffee grounds. These are
generally well tolerated on the skin, have strong
consumer appeal as “natural” alternatives and many
are already in use in cosmetic formulations. Mineral
abrasives include salt, silicates, quartzes, volcanic
minerals, pearl powder, titanium dioxide and zinc
dioxide: these also have “natural” appeal but can be
too harsh for some uses. The main commercial
disadvantages that these two classes share are cost
relative to (very cheap) plastics, formulation stability
issues, changes in formulation color and consistency
of particle size.
The third class of alternatives comprises other
polymers, particularly biodegradable plastics
(“bioplastics”), and the two showing most promise
are polyhydroxyalkanoates and, especially, cellulose
acetate. Polyhydroxyalkanoates have excellent
physical properties, but are some way from being
commercially viable and, crucially, their environmental
impact is not well studied. Cellulose acetate biodegrades in water by the action of naturally occurring
enzymes in weeks and has extensive test and safety
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data for other pharmaceutical uses. Both are easily
formed into consistently sized spheres and are stable
in formulations, but cost is again going to be an issue.
Other polymeric substances under investigation are
hyaluronic acid, waxes and silk proteins, many of
which have test data for other cosmetic uses and
again have the added bonus of being “natural.”
Rapid legislation and strict deadlines may be a
deciding factor here: non-compliance is not an
option in the multi-million dollar markets affected.
Alternatives must pass the same regulatory checks
and consumer tests as the current additives, so
manufacturers may not have the R&D time to
innovate in the short term. An over-the-counter
product can take up to five years for testing and
regulatory approval, and while new exfoliants may
appear during the next decade, it’s likely to be the
known ones leading the way. As a reformulated
product has to remain stable on bathroom shelves
for years and maintain - or even enhance – its appeal
to loyal customers, cosmetics companies have a lot to
do in a very short time indeed.
The speed at which a combination of pressure groups,
public opinion and R&D has changed the game in this
area is, frankly, dizzying. We will not be abandoning our
exfoliants any time soon, it seems, but at least we will
be able to use them with a clearer conscience.
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We’re able to make ‘meat’ by
combining the main protein found
in wheat berries with fresh produce
items like mushrooms, carrots, and
onions. We achieve so many flavors without
using any food additives or glutamates like
MSG or autolyzed yeast extract.”
— Ryan Echaus, Atlas Meat-Free Deli
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Food, beverage & tobacco
Summary
The Food, beverage & tobacco industry covers
inventions specific to the manufacturing and
composition of items other than genetically
modified materials, including GMO crops and
engineered organism inventions, which appear
in the biotechnology sector.
The sector has shown strong growth of 39 percent
this year with an increase of around 10,000 inventions
in 2016 compared to 2015. Scientific and academic
research papers have also grown steadily this year.
The largest patent growth was in the area of brewing,
which frothed to over double the volume of inventions
this year compared to last. All other subsectors saw
modest growth with the exception of meat, which saw
a small decline.
The top 10 most active innovators in this category are
again this year all from China except one: Philip Morris
in the US. With the relaxation of the one child policy,
China’s 1.4 billion headcount is likely to increase still
further, and ways to feed this growing population will
be needed in future. The leading Chinese company is
a tobacco firm (China Tobacco Yunnan Ind), which is
unsurprising given the proportion of people in China
who smoke. In addition to innovation in traditional
areas of cigarette manufacture and formulation,
a significant proportion is also geared to cleaner
smoking with e-cigarette and vaporization/
atomization technology.

In terms of brewing innovation, China again leads
the world, being home to the four most active
brewing innovators globally: Jiangnan University
(329 inventions), Harbin Shanbao Wine Industries
(178 inventions), Hubei University of Technology (131
inventions) and Inst Agro Food Science and Technology
(119 inventions). Jiangnan University is home to The
School of Food Science and Technology (SFST), which
has the oldest program of food science and technology
and is the leader of food science research and education
in China.
The most influential scientific research institutions in
food science and technology are found across the globe,
from Canada and the US to Spain (three institutions),
Portugal (two institutions), China and Saudi Arabia. King
Abdulaziz University was the top-ranked Arab university
in 2016 by Times Higher Education.
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Figure 34: Food, beverage & tobacco overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

45%

Brewing

17235

7662

125%

21%

Bakery

8192

7267

13%

21%

Meat

8169

8256

-1%

11%

Tobacco

4105

3923

5%

2%

Sugar & starch

713

667

7%

Figure 35: Food, beverage & tobacco innovation by subsector
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Figure 36: Top 10 global innovators–food, beverage & tobacco (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

China Tobacco Yunnan Industry

China

1304

Huizhou Kimree Technology

China

197

Jiangnan University

China

134

US

123

Zhejiang Ocean University

China

112

Anhui Mingchuan Liquor

China

105

Hubei University of Technology

China

71

Wuhu Hongyang Food

China

79

Guangxi University

China

70

FirstUnion Group

China

70

Philip Morris

Figure 37: Top 10 brewing innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Jiangnan University

China

329

Harbin Shanbao Wine Industries

China

178

Hubei University of Technology

China

131

Institute of Agro-food Science and Technology Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences

China

119

S Korea

116

Bright Dairy&Food Co.In

China

113

Suntory Holdings

Japan

110

Asahi Breweries Ltd

Japan

108

Qingdao Xiuxian Foods

China

107

S Korea

106

Korea Food Research Institute

Rural Development Administration
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Figure 38: Top 10 brewing innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Novozymes

Denmark

116

Netherlands

96

Denmark

48

Switzerland

43

Bayer Cropscience (Nunhems)

Germany

35

Krones

Germany

33

Danone

France

32

INRA Institute National Recherche Agronomique

France

19

IFP Energies Nouvelles

France

19

GEA Brewery Systems

Germany

19

Country

# Inventions

Danisco

US

167

Coskata

US

26

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation

US

22

Codexis

US

19

Monsanto

US

19

US Secretary of Agriculture

US

19

Poet Research

US

19

University of California

US

18

BP North America

US

18

Cargill

US

16

DSM
Chr. Hansen
Nestec

Figure 39: Top 10 brewing innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company
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Figure 40: Most influential scientific research institutions in food science & technology (2006 -2016)
Institution

Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

Category Normalized
Citation Impact*

University of British Columbia

Canada

430

1.92

University of Massachusetts Amherst

US

841

1.79

University of Massachusetts System

US

882

1.76

Portugal

358

1.71

China

552

1.69

Portugal

325

1.59

King Abdulaziz University

Saudi Arabia

314

1.55

Universitat Rovira i Virgili

Spain

371

1.53

Universitat de Lleida

Spain

595

1.51

CSIC - Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnologia
de Alimentos y Nutricion (ICTAN)

Spain

365

1.51

Instituto Politecnico de Braganca
Nanchang University
Universidade do Minho

*This impact measure normalizes for subject, year, and document type for
a group of documents that may be assigned to more than one subject field.
The world average is represented by “1.00,” with scores above or below that
mark to be assessed accordingly.
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The quest for clean labels
and healthy experiences
by Christopher King

W

ith the emergence of packaged convenience food in the 1930s,
people ate on the run and, aside from a desire for flavorful food
and drink: consumers generally ignored the actual contents of these
foodstuffs. The same could be said for tobacco products, despite the
gradual emergence of health concerns for smokers and those around
them (not to mention the abiding awareness of the smoky odor that
permeates clothing and household items). Of course, recent decades
have seen a growing consciousness regarding the healthfulness and
hazards of what we put into our bodies. And over the last few years in
particular, there have been significant technological advances that
have changed the way consumers think about food, drink and tobacco.
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The rapid advances have caused a 39 percent
increase in innovative output in these business
segments, as measured by looking at newly published
patent families from 2015 to 2016. The majority of
these innovations were created to increase the health
and wellness benefits associated with products within
the area of food, beverage and tobacco.
Compared to the advent of convenience foods,
today’s grocery shopper is looking for food that tastes
good while also being good for you. This movement
away from artificial ingredients has resonated with
consumer packaged goods (CPG) companies to such
a degree that they have given it a name – “clean label.”
Having a clean label is one of the primary motivators
behind innovations in the food space.
One way to achieve a clean label is by migrating to
plant-based ingredients, and with an estimated 375
million vegetarians worldwide10, this transition serves
multiple purposes.11 From this movement, the phrase
“plant butchery” has emerged. The plant butcher uses
wheat, vegetables and other plant-based products
to create crowd-pleasing plant meats. The technique
entails basically massaging plant protein into burgers,
brats, salami, ham, hot dogs, BBQ and more, with
far fewer preservatives and processing ingredients
compared to traditional animal-based meat. For
example, US20160037801A1, assigned to GoFit Foods,
a producer of plant-based food products from Laguna
Hills, California, describes a method for producing a
plant-based food product by mixing flavors, soluble
proteins and dry texturized plant protein particles in
water, adding binding and thickening solution and fat
pieces, and forming the product.
In addition to plant-based whole foods there has been
a trend to remove artificial colors from foods by using
naturally occurring colors from plants and algae. Most

famously, Kraft has modified the recipe for its
macaroni and cheese by replacing yellow #5 and
yellow #6 with natural colors from paprika, annatto
and turmeric.
Meanwhile, the search goes on for healthier
sweeteners from natural sources that still provide a
given sweetness profile. Sweeteners are used in both
foods and beverages, and with the anticipation that
the FDA will be requiring nutrition-facts labels to
include added sugar content, the need for innovation
in this area couldn’t be more critical. One of the most
exciting new, natural, high-potency sweeteners is
Stevia, an extract from the leaves of the plant species
Stevia rebaudiana, but the unrefined plant extracts
contains several types of rebaudioside compounds,
and together they leave an unpleasant aftertaste. To
address these issues, Coca-Cola has filed a patent for
a method of increasing the amount of rebaudioside
M, from a Stevia extract. Rebaudioside M provides a
sweet sensation without a disagreeable aftertaste, and
US20160058053A1 describes how the enrichment of
this isomer is accomplished.
Interest is also increasing in the fermented beverage
market. Even though fermented beverages seem to
be an acquired taste, the category is growing rapidly.
This type of drink can be vegetable- or animal-based
and may have drinkable vinegar added. Vegetable-based beverages are finding greater acceptance
in the market, and new types of vegetables are being
included in health drinks and juices. One particular
fermented beverage that saw a tremendous amount
of inventive activity in 2016 was Kvass, a traditional
Slavic and Baltic fermented beverage commonly made
from rye bread. One of the key innovators in this area
is Russian inventor Oleg Ivanovich Kvasenkov, who has
received many patents on means of producing bread
Kvass including RU2600626C1, a method of producing
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bread kvass comprising the preparation of formulation
components, extraction of cherry pomace with liquid
carbon dioxide to separate the corresponding miscella
and cutting girasol.
Health considerations extend to the area of tobacco
technology. Smoking tobacco is still considered a
serious health risk. Philip Morris is one of the
companies pioneering the idea of turning tobacco
into a non-combusting product. They have developed a
hand-held device that allows the tobacco to be heated,
creating a vapor. The concept behind “heat-not-burn”
is that heating tobacco, rather than burning it, reduces
or eliminates the formation of many of the compounds
produced at the high temperatures associated with
combustion. The component will be a reusable holder
that houses an electronic heater. The product is called
iQOS, and Philip Morris submitted it to the FDA for
approval in the US in December of 2016. The product
is already available in more than 20 countries, and
studies suggest that it delivers a comparable amount of
nicotine while cutting down on harmful substituents by
more than 90 percent.12
Philip Morris published more than 170 inventions
in 2016, many of which were on the iQOS system
among other aerosol-generating systems including
WO2016156609A1 — a kit comprising module and
electrically operated aerosol-generating system.

http://www.foeeurope.org/meat-atlas
http://www.smartbrief.com/original/2017/04/plant-based-foods-bloom-amid-growing-demand
12
http://money.cnn.com/2016/03/08/news/companies/kraft-mac-and-cheese-recipe/
13
Evaluation of the Tobacco Heating System 2.2. Part 1: Description of the system and the scientific
assessment program: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0273230016301891
10
11

Figure 6: Philip Morris Aerosol-Generating System from
WO2016156609A1; Source Derwent Innovation

Consumers are no longer satisfied with processed
foods and beverages containing artificial additives
and are looking for products that provide pleasant
flavors relying on natural ingredients. To meet these
demands, organizations in the food, beverage and
tobacco industries are inventing new methods,
products and experiences to meet the needs of a
more health-conscious market.
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Home appliances
Summary
With just over 1,500 more inventions this year than
last, innovation in the home appliances sector has
stalled at just 2 percent growth in 2016 compared to
2015. This contrasts with strong growth of 21 percent
in last year’s study.
The innovation slowdown is also seen in the
subsectors, with fastest growth of only 10 and
8 percent respectively for household cleaning and
laundry subsectors, and low to negative growth in
heating/air conditioning (two percent), human
hygiene (minus 3 percent) and kitchen innovation
(minus 3 percent).
Longer term, the sector has experienced steady growth
of 15+ percent per annum over the previous six years,
so this looks more like a pause rather than a peak in the
development of home appliance technology. Certainly,
the household cooking appliances market size valued
at $68.27 billion USD in 2015 is projected to continue
growing over the next 10 years.14
Globally, Asia leads the way with nine of the top 10
innovators originating from there, the sole exception
being BSH Hausgeraete from Germany. The top three are
the same as last year – Midea, Gree Electric Appliances
and Haier Group – all from China.

Household Cooking Appliances Market Analysis 2014-2024, Grand View Research

14

The most prolific innovator in the kitchen subsector
is again Midea with over three times the number
of inventions in 2016 than the next highest placed
innovator, BSH Hausgeraete. Midea innovations include
WO2016192145A1 which describes a smart rice cooker
that adjusts the cooking process according to the
variety of rice, CN103941653A describing a method
for controlling a smart household electrical appliance
such as an air conditioner, and CN102519218A for an
intelligent household refrigerator.
In contrast to last year, only three of the top 10 most
prolific scientific research institutions in the sector
are from Asia. The majority (four) are from US, the
remaining institutions coming from Italy, France
and Spain.
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Scientific research is fully developed when successful technology
transfer to industry widens its extents and opens the window to an
enhanced potential impact not only in the scientific area, but also in
industrial, economic, and social aspects. A representative example is the field of
induction heating appliances, where advances in enabling technologies such as
power electronics, electromagnetic design and digital control are leveraged to
improve devices used daily by millions of users.”
— Óscar Lucía, Department of Electronic Engineering
and CommunicationsUniversity of Zaragoza, Spain
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Figure 41: Home appliances overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

41%

Kitchen

37845

39026

-3%

34%

Heating/air conditioning

31058

30552

2%

10%

Household cleaning

8950

8173

10%

8%

Laundry

6911

6402

8%

7%

Human hygiene

6502

6717

-3%

Figure 42: Home appliances innovation by subsector
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Figure 43: Top 10 global innovators–home appliances (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Midea

China

5040

Gree Electric Appliances

China

2567

Haier Group

China

1732

Mitsubishi Electric

Japan

944

LG

S Korea

866

Panasonic

Japan

806

Germany

760

Joyoung

China

631

Samsung

S Korea

444

China

429

BSH Hausgeraete

Hisense

Figure 44: Top 10 kitchen innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Midea

China

10526

Panasonic

Japan

2667

Haier Group

China

2394

Mitsubishi Electric

Japan

2259

Joyoung

China

1977

S Korea

1921

Gree Electric Appliances

China

1410

Hitachi Kucho

Japan

1162

Samsung

S Korea

962

Sharp

Japan

947

LG
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Figure 45: Top 10 kitchen innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

BSH Hausgeraete

Germany

2939

Arcelik

Turkey

458

SEB

Sweden

396

Netherlands

358

Sweden

355

Switzerland

348

Miele

Germany

327

Liebherr Hausgeraete

Germany

228

Rational

Germany

164

EGO Elektro-Geraetebau

Germany

144

Company

Country

# Inventions

Whirlpool

US

1001

General Electric

US

443

Carrier

US

218

Emerson Climate Technologies

US

135

Johnson Controls Technology Co

US

132

Trane

US

102

Thermo King

US

74

Illinois Tool Works

US

59

Conair

US

56

Hamilton Beach Brands

US

53

Philips
Electrolux
Nestec

Figure 46: Top 10 kitchen innovators–North America (2012-2016)
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Figure 47: Most prolific scientific research institutions in home appliances (2006–2016)
Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

US

154

Spain

136

United States Department of Energy (DOE)

US

104

University of California Berkeley

US

79

Polytechnic University of Milan

Italy

67

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)

France

66

Chinese Academy of Sciences

China

61

US

59

National Cheng Kung University

Taiwan

59

Tsinghua University

China

57

Institution
University of California System
University of Zaragoza

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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Intelligent domotics
by Sylvie Denton

W

ith the price of electricity soaring once again in 2017, families are finding
it more and more difficult to afford the cost of running everyday kitchen
appliances such as refrigerators, washing machines, tumble dryers and
dishwashers. It is true we can easily save money by not using tumble dryers,
but refrigerators and washing machines are a modern necessity (I for one am
not ready to go back to cool boxes and wash boards just yet).
The internet is filled with advice on how to save energy when using kitchen
appliances, from choosing A+ or “ENERGY STAR” appliances to regularly
defrosting fridges and freezers or running dishwashers and washing machines
during the night.
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Studying the problem
A couple of years ago, the UK consumer
magazine Which? ran a three-year investigation
called MarketWatch, and found – unsurprisingly –
undeclared energy use in a majority of product
groups (e.g., 54 percent more energy for vacuum
cleaners, 12 percent for refrigerators, etc.). A new
trend is not only to focus on how much energy each
kitchen appliance uses, but how one appliance could
use the waste energy from another.
In 2014, the European Commission funded a four-year
study around “low-waste” domestic kitchens, named
GREEN KITCHEN. This project looked into different
ways to tackle energy use in a domestic kitchen,
such as waste-heat storage recovery based on Phase
Change Materials, induction cooking, magnetic cooling
and energetically coupling white goods. The idea for
the latter was to use heat generated by a refrigerator
to warm up water that will be used in a dishwasher
for the washing cycle. These new technologies remain
works in progress, as their costs are still too high (and
their performance still too low), but we are definitely
moving in the right direction.

Technological advances
Harvesting waste heat from kitchen appliances and
using it somewhere else in the home is not a novel
concept. Back in 1976, a German company patented
a device for recovering waste heat from washing
machines, driers and dishwashers to provide sufficient
heat energy for a bath.
In the past few years, we have seen a large increase
in patents around domestic automation, also known
as domotics. The Internet of Things, or IoT, is another
term appearing regularly in the media. For a long time,
the IoT has helped large energy companies become

more efficient, but it is now turning its focus to
domestic uses. Its first appearance in our home
was the smart meters, but IoT can now interact with
an increasing number of intelligent home devices
to allow you to remotely control your domestic
appliances (lights, HVAC systems, doorbells, CCTV
systems, etc.). Many energy suppliers boast about
the advantages of using their remote control apps,
such as Hive (British Gas) but all of them focus on
remotely controlling your heating, hot water and
lighting systems, and at around $15 per month, that
doesn’t come cheap.
Domestic automation needs to widen its scope
and the latest Consumer Electronics Show (CES)
exhibition in Las Vegas shows that amazing
development is happening in that field. The Smart
Home Marketplace at CES 2017 featured over 200
exhibitors, most of them presenting innovations
around IoT.
An attractive development, the Smart Home Platform
devised by digitalSTROM, will bring your home (or at
least parts of it) to the “domotic age” simply by using
its new terminal blocks without the need to invest
in expensive new domestic appliances. Digital
personal assistants, such as Cortana (Microsoft),
Alexa (Amazon), Siri (Apple) or Google Home have
also made their way into our homes to interact with
our Internet of Things devices, to command our TVs
and audio systems, check the weather and traffic but
also control our lighting and heating systems.
Large manufacturers of domestic appliances are also
focusing on “intelligent white goods”. Siemens has
introduced its iSensoric feature in a series of domestic
appliances, from dishwashers that use a beam of light
to evaluate the level of soiling on the dishes, washing
machines that determine the exact amount of
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detergent needed based on the weight of the load and
the selected program, to fridge freezers that measure
the temperature inside and outside the fridge, and also
provide humidity control to guarantee food longevity.
Samsung went a step further and turned the everyday
fridge into a Family Hub refrigerator. This fridge is able
to tell you when items in your fridge will reach their
sell-by date, send photos of its content to your phone
using three interior cameras, but also synchronize the
calendars of the whole family or even order a pizza.

Food waste
Another way to save money in the kitchen would be
to reduce the amount of food we waste. According to
some statistics, UK households throw away more than
7 million tons of food each year, which is equivalent to
around $1,000 per family.
In May 2016, European researchers succeeded in
developing the FoodSniffer, an easy-to-use, smart
phone-driven system for measuring the safety of our
food. This handheld reader includes a miniaturized
optoelectronic chip able to simultaneously detect in a
very short time a range of harmful substances emitted
by the food and tell you whether it is safe to eat. This is
particularly useful with meat, as most of us throw away
packs of meat the moment they hit their use-by date.
A version of this gadget was recently featured in a
money-saving television program, but once again,
this item is a bit on the pricey side at around $120.
But you don’t need to spend thousands of pounds
on a new fridge to acquire some of the features
introduced by companies such as Siemens or
Samsung. Another way to keep our food fresh for
longer is to inject activated oxygen (O3) in our fridge
to neutralize bacteria, mold and other microbes by
inhibiting ethylene gas that triggers decay and
extending the shelf-life of fruits and vegetables.
This can be an integrated part of a top-of-the-range
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fridge but can also be done using a clever little
battery-powered gadget such as BerryBreeze that
you can place in any fridge.
The future might be to find a balance between using
more efficient domestic appliances, e.g., by using
newer components or cooling/heating methods,
integrated intelligent software, or – if this fails to
bring benefits – find an efficient way to run these
appliances together.
The hope is that in the near future, a new home
automation system will be clever enough to organize
the running of our domestic appliances without any
human input, not only by making sure our heating is
off, our house is secure when we are out or reducing
food spoilage in our fridge, but also by managing our
domestic appliances, e.g., scheduling the running
order of the dishwasher, fridge, drier and so on, so
that the energy created by one appliance can be used
by another in some kind of energy-saving domestic
chain. The final stages could even leave enough
energy for a nice cup of tea or even a warm shower
first thing in the morning, together with a few extra
cents in your pocket.
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The Internet will disappear. There will
be so many IP addresses, so many
devices, sensors, things that you are
wearing, things that you are interacting with,
that you won’t even sense it. It will be part of
your presence all the time. Imagine you walk into
a room, and the room is dynamic. And with your
permission and all of that, you are interacting
with the things going on in the room.”
— Eric Schmidt, Executive Chairman, Alphabet Inc.
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Information technology
Summary
Of the 12 industries analyzed in this study, information
technology remains the largest, accounting for a third
of all innovation in 2016 at just shy of half a million
inventions. Growth in the sector continues apace at
15 percent, building on last year’s increase of 13 percent.
Globally, eight of the top 10 organizations in the IT
sector are from Asia with the majority from China
(four) and others from South Korea (two) and Japan
(two). IBM and Google, both from the US, complete
the set. IBM, although moving from fourth to second
place this year, is still denied top slot which, again,
is occupied by State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC).
Today’s smart grid distribution of electricity relies
heavily on information transfer, control and monitoring
systems to ensure continuity of supply and efficient
distribution of power to where and when it is needed.
The innovation portfolio of SGCC is focused on these
and supporting IT technologies.
Computing is by far the most active subsector,
comprising 83 percent of IT’s overall activity.
For years, Moore’s law has driven innovation in
computing power. With the use of conventional silicon
materials approaching physical limits, does this mean
the end of the road? Not at all. There is continuing
research and innovation in new materials for chips
and new ways to define computing itself such as more
intelligent clever software to achieve greater computing
power by leveraging cloud resources.

In the smart media subsector, Samsung, similar to
last year, leads with more than double the number of
inventions as the next most prolific innovator, SGCC.
Giesecke & Devrient leads in Europe and Qualcomm in
the US, with last year’s US leader SanDisk moving to
fourth place. Overall activity for both Europe and the
US is much less than in Asia.
The most influential scientific and academic
research institute in computer science this year
hails from Germany: European Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL). This seeming unlikely strength
in this field is typically due to the Laboratory’s highly
cited papers in bioinformatics, a significant field
within computer science.
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Figure 48: Information technology overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

83%

Computing

449498

387097

16%

7%

Other peripherals

36782

33148

11%

5%

Printers

24692

24752

0%

3%

Smart media

14449

13523

7%

2%

Screens

9700

8112

20%

1%

Scanners

4569

4471

2%

Figure 49: Information technology innovation by subsector
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Figure 50: Top 10 global innovators–information technology (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

China

8231

US

7433

Canon

Japan

5982

Samsung

S Korea

5746

ZTE

China

3317

Ricoh

Japan

3108

LG

S Korea

2746

Huawei

China

2740

Google

US

2706

Lenovo

China

2595

State Grid Corporation of China
IBM

Figure 51: Top 10 smart media innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Samsung

S Korea

1714

State Grid Corporation of China

China

851

Toshiba

Japan

579

Toppan Printing

Japan

501

ZTE

China

362

Dainippon Printing

Japan

290

SK Hynix

S Korea

277

Hon Hai Precision

Taiwan

264

Sony

Japan

260

Panasonic

Japan

255
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Figure 52: Top 10 smart media innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Giesecke & Devrient

Germany

238

Siemens

Germany

178

Gemalto

Netherlands

165

NXP

Netherlands

149

Oberthur

France

140

Nokia

Finland

121

Ericsson

Sweden

110

Switzerland

100

Infineon

Germany

96

Merck Gmbh

Germany

88

Company

Country

# Inventions

Qualcomm

US

308

Apple

US

287

IBM

US

265

SanDisk

US

233

Intel

US

211

Micron

US

203

Broadcom

US

167

Google

US

147

Honeywell

US

140

Symbol Technologies

US

132

STMicroelectronics

Figure 53: Top 10 smart media innovators–North America (2012-2016)
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Figure 54: Most influential scientific research institutions in computer science (2006–2016)
Institution

Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

Category Normalized
Citation Impact*

European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)

Germany

309

5.59

US

313

4.29

Ecole Normale Superieure (ENS) Paris

France

724

4.01

Technical University Czestochowa

Poland

474

3.75

Liaoning University of Technology

China

335

3.73

SRI International

US

486

3.47

University of California Berkeley

US

4603

3.05

Stanford University

US

5031

3.02

University of California Los Angeles

US

3668

2.95

Poland

517

2.86

University of California Merced

West Pomeranian University of Technology

*This impact measure normalizes for subject, year, and document type for
a group of documents that may be assigned to more than one subject field.
The world average is represented by “1.00,” with scores above or below that
mark to be assessed accordingly.
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Internet of Things
–connectivity vs. vulnerability
by George Jack

T

he term Internet of Things (IoT) is commonly applied with
reference to non-computing devices in the home such as
lighting, smoke detectors and kitchen appliances, but IoT also
encompasses technologies including autonomous vehicles, industrial
control systems (Industrial IoT, IIoT) and logistics management.
Today’s Internet of Things has evolved from technologies that include
home automation. In the late 1980s, for example, Echelon Corp., a
company founded by former Apple Chairman and CEO Mike Markkula,
started to develop systems based on having smart integrated circuits
(ICs) and sensors embedded in basic household articles such as light
bulbs, which could be controlled and monitored via a wired network.
As ICs have continued to reduce in cost and increase in processing
power, and given the growing ubiquity of the internet, options and
capabilities for such network control have expanded greatly.
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But with predictions of 20, 50 or even 200 billion
(according to Intel Corp.), IoT devices being in use
by 2020, data security, privacy and control are major
concerns for IoT providers and consumers, just as
they are for traditional computing devices. With the
increase in data-transfer speed expected from
fifth-generation (5G) cellular networks just around
the corner, the step-change in IoT usage can only
increase these concerns. Security issues include:
• Privacy and Control: Security policies are required
to define whether data are owned by the customer or
the service provider, and the usage of data collected
by IoT devices, including those activated by voice
recognition. Devices may not necessarily use a router
installed in a user’s home, but may communicate via
cellular or other Wi-Fi networks without the homeowner being able to control or monitor network
access. Regulatory standards also have to be developed for auditing, compliance and legal evidence
requirements, and one important issue is how to
manage change of ownership; e.g., for a house with
dozens of embedded devices that won’t be taken to
a user’s new home.
• Compromised access: Multiple devices with insecure, unsophisticated and/or outdated embedded
operating systems increase the risk of security
vulnerabilities, as does the tendency for users to use

the same login details across multiple applications
and devices. Hacked IoT devices could be used to
compromise cloud/network servers, as in one recent
case where an internet-enabled heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning (HVAC) system was the initial
entry point from which hackers gained access to
customer payment data.
• Malicious attacks: The use of multiple IoT devices to
launch Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks
has already been reported. Malicious attacks on
IoT systems could endanger safety, e.g., hijacking
of autonomous vehicle controls, or cause financial
disruption, e.g., industrial production halted by
ransomware. Installations such as water supplies or
power stations are high-profile potential targets for
such attacks.

Innovations in IoT security protection
However, it’s not all negative news on the IoT security front. IoT-related Intellectual Property (IP) developments in 2017 include patents issued by major
corporations such as Intel, IBM, ARM and McAfee on
topics including security policies for controlling access
to resources and data associated with IoT devices,
malware detection, user authentication and software
management. Patents also cover details of encryption,
and time-stamping of transmitted data, and also the
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infrastructure used to connect IoT devices to cellular
networks. The race is on for innovators to develop
methods to thwart the hackers.
Individuals and businesses may take extra precautions
such as personal insurance policies to at least mitigate
the effects of being hacked, but the benefits and convenience that the IoT can provide will be far too tempting
to not be a part of.
Consumer demand for much greater interconnection of devices is sure to increase. In the home, IoT
connectivity will enable appliances such as coffee
machines, washing machines and air-conditioners to
be monitored and optimized for efficiency, and more
importantly, sensors will enable and improve remote
monitoring of people’s health. Businesses will be able
to optimize supply chain and inventory processes, and
government organizations can optimize services based
on data generated by citizen’s activities.
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Medical devices
Summary
After last year’s record rate of growth, the pace of
innovation in medical devices has again slowed to near
2014 levels at just 3 percent growth in 2016 compared
to 2015. All subsectors show similar deceleration to
single-figure growth and a slight decline of -0.49 percent
in the medical aids and oral administration subsector.
However, scientific and academic research continues
apace with an increase of 8 percent in medical device
research publications in 2016 compared to 2015.
With increasing legislative hurdles and consolidation
of hospitals, the prospects for revenue growth are
slower than before. In this challenging environment,
the industry response has been to keep funding
research. At an average of 7 percent of revenue spent
on R&D, this is higher than most industries.14
With the acquisition of Covidien, Medtronic now
heads the global innovators for medical devices
overall. However, Asia continues to have the most
representation in the top 10 with three organizations
from Japan (Olympus, Canon and Terumo), two from
China (Fourth Military Medical University and Shenzen
Hospital) and one from South Korea (Samsung). Europe
and North America each have two innovators in the
global top 10.

14

https://www.kaloramainformation.com/about/release.asp?id=4057

In the diagnosis surgery subsector, Japan has eight
of the top 10 innovators in Asia, demonstrating the
nation’s strength in this field. South Korea’s Samsung
and China’s Fourth Military Medical University both
also make an appearance. Germany is the clear
leader in Europe, with six of the top 10 companies,
and the US takes all of the top spots for North
America, with Medtronic at the top followed by GE
and Boston Scientific.
Only six of the top 10 most prolific medical device
research institutions are from the US this year, having
monopolized this category with all 10 slots last year.
Harvard is at the top followed by the University of
California System and the FDA. They are joined this
year by three French institutions (CNRS, APHP and
Inserm) and one from the UK (University of London).
Notable again by its absence from the top 10 most
prolific scholarly research organizations globally is
Japan, despite that nation’s prominence in innovation.
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Figure 55: Medical devices overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

34%

Diagnosis, surgery

47276

45112

5%

31%

Sterilizing, syringes, electrotherapy

43130

41528

4%

19%

Medical aids, oral administration

27052

27186

0%

17%

Dentistry, bandages, prosthesis

23556

22490

5%

Figure 56: Medical devices innovation by subsector
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Figure 57: Top 10 global innovators–medical devices (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Medtronic

US

1183

Olympus Optical

Japan

1146

Fourth Military Medical University

China

682

Netherlands

622

S Korea

601

US

537

Germany

523

Canon

Japan

501

Terumo

Japan

481

Peking University Shenzhen Hospital

China

455

Philips
Samsung
Boston Scientific Scimed
Siemens

Figure 58: Top 10 diagnosis-surgery innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Canon

Japan

4666

Olympus Optical

Japan

3936

Toshiba

Japan

2722

Fujifilm

Japan

2590

Samsung

S Korea

1964

Terumo

Japan

1077

Seiko Epson

Japan

885

Hitachi Medical

Japan

750

Konica Minolta

Japan

731

Fourth Military Medical University

China

721
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Figure 59: Top 10 diagnosis-surgery innovators–Europe (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Siemens

Germany

3013

Netherlands

2493

Smith & Nephew

UK

386

Carl Zeiss Meditec

Germany

316

Israel

301

Aesculap

Germany

299

Karl Storz

Germany

262

Switzerland

188

Synthes

Germany

177

Biedermann Technologies

Germany

140

Philips

Biosense Webster Israel

Roche (Roche Diagnostics)

Figure 60: Top 10 diagnosis-surgery innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Medtronic

US

4350

General Electric

US

1825

Boston Scientific Scimed

US

1395

Ethicon Endo-Surgery

US

1336

Depuy Synthes

US

947

Intuitive Surgical Operations

US

514

St Jude Medical

US

481

Cook Medical Technologies

US

446

Abbott Diabetes Care

US

414

Stryker

US

362
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Figure 61: Most prolific scientific research institutions in medical devices (2006–2016)
Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

Harvard University

US

296

University of California System

US

273

US Food & Drug Administration (FDA)

US

264

University of London

UK

153

France

138

Pennsylvania Commonwealth System of Higher Education (PCSHE)

US

136

University of Pennsylvania

US

123

France

123

US

107

France

106

Institution

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)

Assistance Publique Hopitaux Paris (APHP)
University of Michigan System
Institut National de la Sante et de la Recherche Medicale (Inserm)
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Our goal is very simple. We want
to create an open, relevant digital
ecosystem covering all the aspects
of the healthcare system.”
— Marc Lauterbach, VP of Marketing, Siemens Healthineers
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Towards a digital
healthcare ecosystem
by Donald Johnston

I

nnovation in medical devices still often takes place at the procedural level,
with specific small breakthroughs that target a narrow therapeutic purpose.
Increasingly, however, it also takes on some of the sweeping issues in healthcare,
such as the challenge of integrating different silos of data, which tackles the twin
challenges of potentially reducing healthcare costs while also better managing
individual patient care.
Innovation in the industry in 2016 continued its uptick, albeit at a considerably
slower pace than a year ago. Clarivate Analytics tracked 122,399 patents and other
innovation metrics in 2016, a 3.15 percent increase from 2015. The industry had
registered a 27 percent jump from 2014 to 2015. The average annual change from
2012 to 2016 has been 7.57 percent.
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The slowdown may have had to do with the
uncertainties of a presidential election year in the
US, one in which healthcare was front and center
as a contentious campaign issue, as well as with the
economic confusion rendered in Europe over the
2016 Brexit vote.

Lauterbach explained the Digital Ecosystem in
easy-to-understand terms. He compared it to an app
store such as iTunes. A mobile phone, he said, “is not
just about a technical device; it makes it easy to use
and download apps in a simple and easy-to-approach
way.”

Nevertheless, some of the most significant players
in the industry continued to drive for innovation in
medical technology, especially at the macro level.
One of the most prolific innovators in 2016, according
to the Clarivate data, was Siemens AG. The Siemens
Healthineers unit, for example, debuted a prototype
of the Digital Ecosystem, its latest efforts on the
integrated analytics front, at the Health Information
and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) annual
conference in early 2017.

Another prolific innovator in 2016, according to
the Clarivate analysis of the device industry, was
GE Healthcare. GE has unveiled ViosWorks, a cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) solution, which
likewise has been designed to address multiple
challenges in the healthcare environment. GE’s goal
with ViosWorks is to reduce MRI assessment to a
fraction of the time it takes for conventional cardiac
scans. ViosWorks is expected to provide 3-D cardiac
anatomy, function and flow in one free-breathing,
10-minute scan with real-time processing of images.

“Our goal is very simple. We want to create an open,
relevant digital ecosystem covering all the aspects
of the healthcare system,” Siemens Healthineers
VP of Marketing in Digital Health Services Marc
Lauterbach told Medical Device Daily (MDD), the
Clarivate med-tech news service.
The Digital Ecosystem builds upon Teamplay,
a cloud-based platform launched by Siemens three
years ago. It is intended to encompass a wide variety of
digital programs and clinical tools including imaging,
in-vitro diagnostics and medical documentation, and
even genomics data.

The GE machines incorporate technology from
Arterys Inc., of San Francisco, an imaging innovator,
which has launched a cloud-based machine-learning
platform designed to deliver fast visualization and
quantification with automatic analysis. The two
companies collaborated to streamline the technology
with GE’s machine to enable “an incredibly rich set of
data about the patient that can be used retrospectively
and also for future planning for treatment paths,”
Sasha Soheili, director of finance, operations and
people at Arterys, said in an interview with MDD.
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Ioannis Panagiotelis, chief marketing officer of global
MR at GE Healthcare, told MDD that cloud-enabled
technology was expected to help GE provide value
not only by delivering advanced visualization and
quantification function, but also by simplifying
cardiovascular examinations.
Arterys said its system is designed to acquire seven
dimensions of data, including 3-D anatomical data,
and the rate and velocity of blood flow. It can also be
used to image the entire chest.
The company is exploring further innovation in
additional clinical applications. “We started first
with the heart because it is the hardest to image and
the hardest to apply deep learning to,” Soheili said.
But, she added, the possible applications for the
system are “almost limitless.”
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We started with the heart
because it is the hardest to
image and the hardest to
apply deep learning to, but
the possible applications
are almost limitless.”
— Sasha Soheili, Director of Finance,
Operations and People, Arterys
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The world will need to pursue all
energy sources, wherever they are
economically competitive. The world
will need wind, solar and other renewables. We
will need increased use of nuclear power. And,
importantly, we will need coal, oil and natural
gas. The IEA and other credible energy analyses
all agree that carbon-based fuels will continue to
meet about three-quarters of global energy needs
through 2040.”
— Rex W Tillerson, US Secretary of State
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Summary
The Oil & gas sector continues to show long-term
investment in innovation with a rise in overall
patenting for the seventh year running, although at a
slower pace with just a 4 percent year-over-year increase
this year compared to 14 percent last year. The largest
subsector, comprising 62 percent of the overall sector
– Exploration, Drilling and Production – shows sluggish
growth at just 2 percent. Fuels and Other Products (the
next-largest subsector) continue to show reasonable
growth at 7 percent this year compared to 9 percent
last year.
The global innovation hub for oil and gas continues
to be China, with the top two slots this year being
occupied again by Sinopec and Petrochina. Three
other Chinese organizations appear at fifth, seventh
and eighth place respectively, with the remaining
top 10 innovators coming from US (Halliburton,
Schlumberger and Baker Hughes), Japan (Toyota)
and joint UK/Netherlands headquartered Shell.
In the Exploration, Drilling & Production subsector,
China again dominates with nine of the top 10 for Asia,
the same two innovators as above being joined by China
National Offshore Oil to secure the first three positions.
South Korea completes the remaining position in the top
10 with Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Eng Co Ltd.

Europe and the Middle East comprise a varied mix
in their top 10, with Russia’s Tatneft in the top spot.
A second Russian company, Gazprom, is joined by
two Saudi Arabian firms, Saudi Aramco and SABIC
and two French (IFP and Total), with the remainder
coming from UK/Netherlands (Shell), Norway (Statoil)
and Denmark (Welltec). Halliburton is the leading
US oil and gas innovator for exploration, drilling and
production, and is third globally overall in volume
for this category.
The US Department of Energy is the most influential
scholarly research institution in the oil and gas sector,
followed by Stanford University and The Imperial
College of London.
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Figure 62: Oil & gas overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

62%

Exploration, drilling, production

18358

18086

2%

33%

Fuels and other products

9861

9224

7%

4%

Transportation and storage

1321

864

53%

1%

Refining

204

241

-15%

Figure 63: Oil & gas innovation by subsector
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Figure 64: Top 10 global innovators–oil & gas (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Sinopec

China

2102

Petrochina

China

1710

Halliburton

US

936

Schlumberger

US

486

China

351

US

329

China National Offshore Oil

China

329

Southwest Petroleum University

China

243

Toyota

Japan

211

Netherlands/UK

166

China University of Petroleum
Baker Hughes

Shell

Figure 65: Top 10 petroleum & natural gas exploration innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Sinopec

China

8661

Petrochina

China

8015

China National Offshore Oil

China

1822

China University of Petroleum

China

1142

Southwest Petroleum University

China

842

Northeast Petroleum University

China

274

Beijing Sany Heavy Machinery Co Ltd

China

230

South Korea

228

Yangtze University

China

200

Xishan Lvchun Plastic Products Factory

China

190

Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Eng Co Ltd
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Figure 66: Top 10 petroleum & natural gas exploration innovators–EMEA (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Russia

758

Netherlands/UK

646

Saudi Arabia

431

France

349

BASF

Germany

256

Total

France

186

Gazprom

Russia

183

Saudi Arabia

156

Norway

149

Denmark

132

Tatneft
Shell
Saudi Arabian Oil Co
IFP Energies Nouvelles

SABIC
Statoil Petroleum
Welltec

Figure 67: Top 10 petroleum & natural gas exploration innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Halliburton

US

3571

Schlumberger

US

2146

Baker Hughes

US

1553

PRAD Research & Development

US

1148

UOP

US

691

ExxonMobil

US

594

Chevron

US

436

National Oilwell Varco

US

330

Weatherford/Lamb

US

295

General Electric

US

236
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Figure 68: Most influential scientific research institutions in oil & gas (2006-2016)
Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

Category Normalized
Citation Impact*

United States Department of Energy (DOE)

US

107

2.58

Stanford University

US

184

2.54

Imperial College London

UK

112

2.21

Russia

124

2.08

Netherlands

118

1.96

University of Texas Austin

US

391

1.95

Pennsylvania Commonwealth System of Higher Education (PCSHE)

US

103

1.84

Norway

163

1.61

Colorado School of Mines

US

122

1.55

University of Oklahoma - Norman

US

167

1.54

Institution

Omsk State Technical University
Delft University of Technology

Norwegian University of Science & Technology

*This impact measure normalizes for subject, year, and document type for
a group of documents that may be assigned to more than one subject field.
The world average is represented by “1.00,” with scores above or below that
mark to be assessed accordingly.
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Extraction innovation
by Bob Stembridge

L

ast year saw the adoption of the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate
change, which aims to limit global warming to less than 2 degrees
Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to encourage efforts to lower
that target even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius. Although the US has
now committed to withdraw from the agreement, that won’t take effect
until late 2020, and the agreement still charts a new course in the global
climate effort.
That said, our reliance on fossil fuels is unlikely to diminish any time
soon, and innovation in the Oil & gas sector is continuing to find
more efficient ways of extracting material from more difficult reserves
alongside efforts to develop alternative sustainable energy sources and
ways to reduce carbon emissions from existing oil-extraction methods.
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Innovation in the sector, however, is slowing, with a rise
in overall patenting of just 4 percent this year compared
to 14 percent last year. That is due at least in part to
the sustained weakness in oil price after the collapse
in 2014 from over $100 per barrel to half that value
today, which in turn was a consequence of a surge
in oil production at a time of lessening demand.
Labor cutbacks have also led to the loss of experience,
knowledge, and skills which may have impacted
innovative capability.
Recent technological innovation has focused on
hydraulic fracturing methods (fracking), horizontal
drilling and other techniques for enhancing and
maximizing extraction of oil and gas from the ground.
Fracturing operations involve the injection of various
fluids along with proppants such as sand or aluminum
oxide to hold the fractures open in order to access
hydrocarbon reserves. The fracturing fluids used
can include cross-linking gels and/or synthetic
polymers which can, however, become entrenched
within the formation rock. In order to recover the
fluid, the viscosity of the fluid is reduced by breaking
the cross-links (gel-breaking) or the polymer backbone,
thereby allowing the fluid to flow back to the surface
and be recovered.
A recent patent to Halliburton (WO2016028284A1,
published Feb. 25, 2016) describes an improved
method for gel-breaking using an environmentally
acceptable gel-breaking system which operates at
lower temperatures than conventional systems. All
components used and produced by the method are
environmentally acceptable, inexpensive, and safe to
use on a large scale.

Figure 7: Gel breaking system used for drilling
subterranean formations in oil and gas well
(WO2016028284A1); Source Derwent Innovation

Directional drilling is an integral part of the oil and gas
industry, and technology continues to improve over the
years.
One particular type, horizontal drilling, is used
to dramatically increase production. Here, a
horizontal well is drilled across an oil and gas
formation, increasing production by as much as
20 times compared to a vertical well.
A recent Schlumberger application (US20160237748A1)
furthers the advance in this technology by describing
a steerable drill bit using a piezo actuator which is
selectively displaced through application of
electrical input to change the drilling orientation
of the drill bit. The piezo actuators are compact,
have low energy consumption, quick response times,
and no electromagnetic interference. A simple,
cost-effective, and reliable steering tool provides
directional control during drilling operations.
The horizontal drilling, in turn, enables a longer
length of wellbore to traverse a reservoir, which
increases production rates from the well.
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Figure 8: Drilling system for steering in well during borehole drilling operation (US20160237748A1);
Source Derwent Innovation

Further areas of development in finding more
efficient ways of oil and gas extraction are highlighted
by an analysis of new inventions described in patents
published 2012-2016 as shown in the Themescape
map below.

Figure 9: Themescape map of oil & gas exploration,
drilling, production inventions 2012-2016.
Source: Derwent Innovation
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One area where innovative advancements are
helping to improve yields is in well-logging.
Examples include an improved method for
producing image of subsurface formation using
directional measurements while drilling (US9435909B2
to Schlumberger), monitoring oil and gas drilling
systems to get real time estimates of the condition
of the downhole drilling tool (US20150308191A1 to
Sinopec), and cloud computing system for real-time
streaming of well logging data (US8615660B1 to
Selman & Associates).
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Pharmaceuticals
Summary
The pharmaceutical sector has shown consistent
upward growth since the inception of this report
in 2011, and this year sees a resurgence with an
increase from last year’s 4 percent growth to this
year’s 20 percent. At 23 percent, that growth is
particularly strong in the largest subsector, organics,
with 65 percent share of the pharmaceuticals sector.
That reflects a renewed focus on antibiotics as we
contemplate the “post-antibiotic” era.
By contrast, the smaller subsector of inorganics
has seen a retraction of minus 16 percent in
year-over-year innovation. This subsector includes
the use of inorganic materials with therapeutic effect
as astringents and antimicrobials, as well as compounds
and formulations as analgesic and cancer treatments.
Six of the top 10 pharmaceutical innovators globally
come from China and all are academic institutions.
Roche and Abbvie are the only two corporate sector
organizations to appear here.

In heterocyclics, Merck and Roche, with 781 and 651
inventions 2012-2016 respectively, outpace the first
Asian representative, China Pharmaceutical University
with 560 inventions 2012-2016. In contrast to Asia, where
nine of the top 10 heterocyclic innovators are academic
institutes, 18 of the 20 US and European organizations in
the heterocyclic subsector are from the corporate world.
The UK heads the world in terms of the most influential
scientific research institutions in pharmaceuticals, with
the University of Dundee beating MIT for top slot.
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Figure 69: Pharmaceuticals overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

65%

Organics

108799

88116

23%

20%

General

33840

30320

12%

12%

Heterocyclics

19143

15854

21%

2%

Inorganics

3322

3975

-16%

1%

Steroids

1317

1036

27%

Figure 70: Pharmaceuticals innovation by subsector
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Figure 71: Top 10 global innovators–pharmaceuticals (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

China

466

US

385

Switzerland

344

Zhejiang University

China

313

Jiangnan University

China

283

China Pharmaceutical University

China

254

Jinan Xingyi Medical Technology

China

254

Abbvie

US

251

CNRS

France

236

Fudan University

China

233

Lanzhou Inst Husbandry & Pharm Sci CAAS
University of California
Roche

Figure 72: Top 10 heterocyclics innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

China Pharmaceutical University

China

560

Institute of Materia Medica Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences

China

369

Tianjin Pharmaceuticals Institute

China

342

Nanjing University

China

332

Chia Tai Tianqing Pharmaceutical Group

China

294

Fudan University

China

291

Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica CAS

China

291

Takeda Pharmaceuticals

Japan

290

China State Institute of Pharmaceutical Industry

China

276

Zhejiang University

China

273
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Figure 73: Top 10 heterocyclics innovators–EMEA (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Roche

Switzerland

651

Novartis

Switzerland

506

Bayer Pharma

Germany

454

Boehringer Ingelheim

Germany

339

UK

330

Belgium

255

Sanofi

France

249

CNRS

France

201

Merck Gmbh

Germany

186

Astrazeneca

UK

158

Country

# Inventions

Merck & Co.

US

781

Abbvie

US

454

Bristol-Myers Squibb

US

401

Allergan

US

305

Gilead Scientific

US

259

Genentech

US

244

Pfizer

US

231

University of California

US

220

Teva Pharmaceuticals USA

US

175

Vertex Pharmaceuticals

US

153

GlaxoSmithKline
Janssen Pharmaceuticals

Figure 74: Top 10 heterocyclics innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company
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Figure 75: Most influential scientific research institutions in pharmaceuticals (2006–2016)
Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

Category Normalized
Citation Impact*

University of Dundee

UK

652

2.23

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

US

822

2.04

Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne

France

332

2.04

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

US

429

2.01

Technical University of Denmark

Denmark

636

1.89

University of Edinburgh

UK

836

1.87

NIH National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)

US

525

1.87

University of California Berkeley

US

825

1.83

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

US

374

1.83

Italy

403

1.81

Institution

EC JRC ISPRA Site

*This impact measure normalizes for subject, year, and document type for
a group of documents that may be assigned to more than one subject field.
The world average is represented by “1.00,” with scores above or below that
mark to be assessed accordingly.
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With resistant bacteria emerging
in humans, animals and the
environment – and spreading
from one compartment to
another – there is no geographical
frontier or human/animal barrier. That means
responding to antimicrobial resistance requires
a comprehensive and concerted plan of action.”
— Nuala Moran, Managing Editor, Science|Business
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Super-drugging
the superbugs
by Gez Cross

I

nnovation is taking off again in the pharmaceutical industry, with a healthy
20 percent growth in patents published in 2016. This follows a period of intense
realignments, consolidations, mergers and acquisitions driven by the loss of
patent protection for many blockbusters owned by the major companies and
the consequent increase in generic competition. The recent Medicines for
Europe 13th Legal Affairs Conference highlighted the anticipated approval of
a large number of new products over the next few years flowing from pipelines
bolstered by new investment. The conference also highlighted cancer,
inflammatory diseases and diabetes treatments as continuing major areas
of focus, with autoimmune therapies rising up the list. Companies are now also
beginning to target niche or orphan diseases with smaller patient sets or areas
that had previously been ignored or not deemed to have a good cost/reward ratio.
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A study of the patents published in 2016 shows that,
in addition to the top three indications, there is a
renewed focus on antibiotics. This should not be too
surprising as we confront the impending threat of
drug-resistant superbugs, a topic discussed in more
detail by Clarivate Analytics in the article “Are We at
Risk of Living in a Post-Antibiotic World?” (available
at http://stateofinnovation.com/are-we-at-risk-ofliving-in-a-post-antibiotic-world). This article focuses
on a number of approaches being evaluated to
generate new classes of antibiotics from various
natural sources, with several academic and
governmental research agencies at the forefront
of initial research initiatives. Many of these will
not be seen yet in published patent applications
(which normally publish 18 months after the initial
application). However, in June 2016, HoffmannLa Roche subsidiary Genentech had two PCT
(Patent Cooperation Treaty) applications published
(WO2016090040 and WO2016090038 respectively)
that protect a new approach consisting of binding
particular antibodies to existing antibiotics to
overcome resistance and/or enhance the ability of
the antibiotic to kill the bacteria and is a modification
of the antibody-drug-conjugate (ADC) approach being
used to target cancer in particular.
Companies have also been focusing on means to
combat the resistance mechanisms themselves, to give
new life to existing antibiotics. Several approaches
have been investigated that appear to show promise in
initial studies. Amongst these, β-lactamase inhibitors

have been one of the top areas in the last year.
Primarily these act in combination with existing
antibiotics to combat drug resistance, although at
least some of these new candidates are additionally
being investigated as monotherapies.
Companies active in this area in 2016 include
Wockhardt, Rempex Pharmaceuticals Inc. and
Mutabilis SA. Wockhardt is developing a portfolio of
β-lactamase inhibitors, useful for treating bacterial
infections. Its patenting for 2016 reflects this interest
with WO2016116788 claiming novel substituted
nitrogen containing bicyclic compounds that may
be administered in combination with an anti-bacterial
agent, e.g., sulbactam, and WO2016128867 claiming
azetidinone- containing compounds for sole or
combination use.
Rempex is investigating vaborbactam (RPX-7009)
a boron-containing β-lactamase inhibitor for the
IV treatment of multi-drug resistant Gram-negative
bacterial infections, and also Carbavance®
(a combination of vaborbactam and meropenem
currently in phase III trials) for treating serious
multi-drug resistant infections in hospitalized
patients. Its published patents include WO2016149393
and WO2016081297 claiming boronic acid derivatives
that are β-lactamase inhibitors, whilst the more
recent WO2016172208 discloses an intravenous
infusion comprising a combination of a boronic acid
derivative (e.g. vaborbactam) and meropenem, which is
presumably protecting Carbavance.
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Mutabilis also published a set of PCT applications
(WO2016156344, ‘346, ‘348, and ‘597) in October 2016
claiming heterocyclic β-lactamase inhibitors, useful for
treating bacterial infections.
We expect the pace of innovation in β-lactamase
inhibitors to continue to grow as basic research results
appear in published patent applications over the next
two years. As the BioWorld report indicates, if we are to
avoid a post-antibiotic world, these innovations need
to progress rapidly to fully approved medicines.
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Perovskite cells now have
efficiencies of up to 19 percent.
This is not so far behind that of
silicon at 25 percent – the material that dominates
the world-wide solar market.”
— Professor David Lidzey, Department of Physics
and Astronomy, University of Sheffield
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Semiconductors
Summary
It’s difficult to imagine what life would be like without
semiconductors. Desktop computers, the internet,
tablet devices, smartphones and all of the other things
that make communication so easy these days are all
dependent upon semiconductor technology. Although
we think of them as modern materials, innovation in
semiconductors has been occurring over a long time,
with the first patents appearing before the 1950s.
Over the last seven years, semiconductor innovation
has peaked and troughed, but this year a healthy
6 percent growth is registered following on from
last year’s 3 percent year-over-year increase.
The strongest growth is seen in the Memories, Films
and Hybrid Circuits subsector with 19 percent growth
this year. This sector includes solar paint technology
described in the opening commentary of this report.
Samsung and LG lead overall in global semiconductor
innovation, with six of the remaining eight slots
in the top 10 going to other Asian organizations
that include BOE, Shenzen China Star and
Semiconductor Manufacturing Shanghai from
China, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing,
Japan’s Toshiba and SK Hynix from South Korea.
IBM and GlobalFoundries, both from the US,
complete the top 10.

The semiconductor materials and processes subsector
is led by Samsung, with 26 percent more inventions than
the next most prolific innovator, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing. Japan leads Asia with four of the top
10 places in this subsector, followed by South Korea
(three including Samsung), China (two) and Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing (one).
The top European representative is Infineon
Technologies with 1,858 inventions in this subsector
2012-2016. Germany has the most representation
with six organizations (including Infineon),
followed by France (CEA and Soitec), Switzerland
(STMicroelectronics) and Netherlands (ASML).
North America is headed by IBM, with double the
number of inventions of the next placed firm,
GlobalFoundries. All remaining eight organizations
are also from the US.
The most prolific scientific research institution in
semiconductors is the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
This is the only Chinese organization in the top 10 this
year, the balance being made up of an international
blend of three organizations from Japan and one each
from France, Russia, Singapore, Taiwan, UK and US.
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Figure 76: Semiconductors overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

37%

Semiconductor materials and processes

55630

54907

1%

33%

Memories, film and hybrid circuits

48559

40920

19%

26%

Discrete devices

38682

37771

2%

4%

Integrated circuits

6053

5771

5%

Figure 77: Semiconductors innovation by subsector
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Figure 78: Top 10 global innovators–semiconductors (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Samsung

S Korea

5115

LG

S Korea

3071

BOE Technology Group

China

2420

Shenzhen China Star Optoelectronics Technology

China

1854

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing

Taiwan

1726

US

1716

Toshiba

Japan

1622

Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation

China

1198

S Korea

910

US

842

IBM

SK Hynix
GlobalFoundries

Figure 79: Top 10 semiconductor materials & processes innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Samsung

S Korea

9318

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing

Taiwan

6867

LG

S Korea

6031

Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation

China

5205

Toshiba

Japan

5102

Tokyo Electron

Japan

3056

SK Hynix

S Korea

3022

Renesas Electronics

Japan

2814

BOE Technology Group

China

2780

Panasonic

Japan

2575
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Figure 80: Top 10 semiconductor materials & processes innovators–EMEA (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Infineon Technologies

Germany

1858

STMicroelectronics Inc

Switzerland

1228

Germany

1046

France

678

Germany

626

Netherlands

477

Merck Gmbh

Germany

466

Carl Zeiss SMT

Germany

396

France

267

Germany

260

Osram Opto Semiconductors
Commissariat Energie Atomique
Robert Bosch
ASML Netherlands

Soitec
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

Figure 81: Top 10 semiconductor materials & processes innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

IBM

US

6490

GlobalFoundries

US

3066

Applied Materials

US

2197

Micron Technology

US

1858

Intel

US

1302

Texas Instruments

US

1244

Freescale Semiconductor

US

1047

Qualcomm

US

600

Intermolecular

US

557

Sandisk Technologies

US

445
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Figure 82: Most prolific scientific research institutions in semiconductors (2006–2016)
Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

Chinese Academy of Sciences

China

7939

Russian Academy of Sciences

Russia

3692

University of Tokyo

Japan

2218

CNRS

France

2107

Singapore

1829

Osaka University

Japan

1779

Tohoku University

Japan

1768

University of California Berkeley

US

1752

National Chiao Tung University

Taiwan

1541

UK

1457

Institution

Nanyang Technological University

University of Cambridge
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Solar paint:
How to generate energy
from any object under the sun
by Jason Foster

E

arlier this year, for the first time in 135 years since the Industrial
Revolution, the UK went for 24 hours without a single piece of
coal being burned in a power station to provide the nation’s energy
needs. Those needs were met entirely by a mixture of gas, nuclear
and renewable sources.
Dwindling reserves of fossil fuels have sparked a wave of innovation
in energy, and with the world’s energy consumption set to increase
35 percent by 2035, the need to develop renewable and cleaner
alternatives is paramount. Among a mix of wind, water, biomass
and nuclear, solar power has a significant role to play, especially in
developing areas with high levels of sunlight.
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Step forward a revolutionary new development:
solar paint. Also known as paint-on/spray-on solar
or paintable solar, this is a radical new alternative
to the expensive, large, bulky, brittle, rigid silicon
flat panels we see on rooftops today. The emerging
breakthrough technology offers a low-cost way to
harness the sun’s energy with a much wider range of
applications. The idea is that you can solar-paint on
to various surfaces regardless of shape, e.g., sides of
buildings, roofs, vehicles and just about any other
structure you can think of that faces the sun.

and because the industry had latched onto silicon
for solar electricity, perovskite went largely ignored,
according to Tsutomu Miyasaka, who first suggested
its usefulness. The technology developed through
perovskite solar cells based on organometal halides
in dye-sensitized solar cells. In a liquid-based
dye-sensitized solar cell structure, the adsorption
of methylammonium lead halide perovskite on a
nanocrystalline TiO2 surface produces a photocurrent
with a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of around
3 to 4 percent, as first discovered in 2009.

Liquid solar paints consist of a range of materials
known as perovskites that scientists believe will
revolutionize solar energy, a roughly $55 billion
industry. Perovskite can be mixed in liquid solutions
to allow it to be deposited on a variety of surfaces.
It can be mixed with a range of chemicals to produce
a crystallized lattice, to form very lightweight films.

The PCE was doubled after two years by optimizing the
perovskite coating conditions. However, liquid-based
perovskite solar cell received little attention because
of stability issues. Those problems were solved in
2012, with the development of a long-term, stable
and high-efficiency (up to 10 percent) perovskite
solar cell, which substitutes the solid hole conductor
with a liquid electrolyte. The major breakthrough
prompted scientists to experiment with perovskite
with increasing enthusiasm.

The potential of perovskite for solar cells was
discovered in 2006 by Japanese researchers.
But because its structure was poorly understood
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The first spray-on solar cells came in 2014 from
the UK’s University of Sheffield, which became
the first to produce new spray-on solar cells using a
spray-painting process. Lead researcher Professor
David Lidzey said, “The best certified efficiencies
from organic solar cells are around 10 percent.
Perovskite cells now have efficiencies of up to
19 percent. This is not so far behind that of silicon
at 25 percent – the material that dominates the
world-wide solar market.”
Improvements in PCE continue, with the highest
efficiency rating of 12.1 percent conversion rate
with the largest perovskite solar cells to date
(16 cm2) being achieved in December 2016 by
Dr. Anita Ho-Baillie and her Perovskite Solar Cell
Research team at the Australian Centre for Advanced
Photovoltaics at UNSW. They also achieved an
18 percent efficiency rating on a 1.2 cm2 single
perovskite cell.
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Today, since PCE values over 20 percent are
realistically anticipated (coming close to the
25 percent efficiencies of conventional silicon
solar cells) with the use of cheap organometal
halide perovskite materials, perovskite solar cells
hold out great promise to reduce our reliance on
non-renewable energy sources and contribute to
a cleaner, energy-secure world in the future.
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Telecommunications
Summary
Despite the fast-moving nature of the technology sector,
patenting in telecommunications slowed for the third
time in three years to just 0.5 percent. Increases of
7 percent and 3 percent in the largest subsectors, data
transmission networks and mobile telephony, were not
enough to offset the contraction in five of the remaining
six subsectors.

Scandinavia also features significantly in the mobile
telephony subsector with representation from Nokia
and Ericsson. However, the sector is dominated by
Samsung with 36 percent more inventions 2012-2016
than its next nearest rival, LG. Qualcomm features next
in this subsector with a total of 7,336 mobile telephony
inventions 2012-2016.

That focus on data transmission is driven by the
rise of big data and the Internet of Things, which has
led to unprecedented growth in the volumes of bits
and bytes that are constantly being created and
transmitted all over the world. Extrapolating from a
2011 paper in Science16, today’s global transmission
capacity is in excess of 400 exabytes, up from 2.2
exabytes in 2000 and 65 exabytes in 2007. This
spiraling growth in data traffic requires ever more
powerful transmission networks, which innovators
in this space are working hard to address.

In academic research, Rice University is the most
influential institute heading a group of nine US
organizations in this category. The only remaining
Asian representative is the Singapore University of
Technology & Design.

Asia’s dominance in the top 10 of global telecom
innovators is less than in semiconductors, with only six
of the top 10 (ZTE, Huawei, SGCC and Oppo from China,
and sector leader Samsung and LG from South Korea).
The remaining four firms come from the US (Qualcomm,
Intel and IBM) and Sweden (Ericsson).

Martin Hilbert and Priscila López, “The World’s Technological Capacity to Store, Communicate,
and Compute Information”, Science, 332(6025), 2011: 60–65

16
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5G Wi-Fi connections are set
to be about three times faster
than 4G, starting with 450Mbps
in single-stream, 900 Mbps (dual- stream) and
1.3G bps (three-stream). So, whilst we are already
starting to see a huge growth in IoT and smart
devices, 5G’s speed and capacity will enable an
even more rapid arrival of this
connected future.”
— Hubert Da Costa, Vice President, EMEA, Cradlepoint
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Figure 83: Telecommunications overview
%

Subsectors

2016

2015

% Change

27%

Mobile telephony

76738

74493

3%

27%

Data transmission networks

76489

71623

7%

20%

Telephone subscriber equipment

56788

60054

-5%

9%

Telemetry & telecontrol

24816

25417

-2%

8%

Digital information transmission systems

22357

25797

-13%

6%

Multiplex & multiple access information transmission systems

15925

15633

2%

2%

Telephone communications systems & installations

5911

6855

-14%

2%

Telephone exchange systems

5572

5610

-1%

Figure 84: Telecommunications innovation by subsector
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Figure 85: Top 10 global innovators–telecommunications (2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Samsung

S Korea

3972

ZTE

China

3371

Huawei

China

3251

S Korea

2952

China

2369

US

2102

China

1563

US

1538

Sweden

1526

US

1474

LG
State Grid Corporation of China
Qualcomm
Guangdong Oppo Mobile Communications
Intel
Ericsson
IBM

Figure 86: Top 10 mobile telephony innovators–Asia (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Samsung

S Korea

14455

LG

S Korea

9308

Sony

Japan

4816

Huawei

China

4473

ZTE

China

4352

Sharp

Japan

4235

Panasonic

Japan

3557

Kyocera

Japan

3172

NEC

Japan

3042

Guangdong Oppo Mobile Communications

China

3041
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Figure 87: Top 10 mobile telephony innovators–EMEA (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Nokia

Finland

4530

Ericsson

Sweden

4129

Robert Bosch

Germany

630

Finland

593

Switzerland

460

Thomson Licensing (Technicolor SA)

France

297

Orange

France

282

Sweden/Japan

275

UK

262

Netherlands

249

Nokia Siemens
STMicroelectronics

Sony Ericsson
Vodafone
Philips

Figure 88: Top 10 mobile telephony innovators–North America (2012-2016)
Company

Country

# Inventions

Qualcomm

US

7336

Apple

US

4623

Intel

US

4598

Google

US

3577

Microsoft

US

3227

Canada

2966

IBM

US

2744

AT&T

US

2017

Broadcom

US

1553

Sprint

US

1469

Blackberry
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Figure 89: Most influential scientific research institutions in telecommunications (2006–2016)
Country

# of Papers
(WoS)

Category Normalized
Citation Impact*

Rice University

US

339

5.15

University of California Berkeley

US

765

3.46

New York University

US

446

3.37

University of Texas Austin

US

1226

3.00

Singapore

374

2.90

Princeton University

US

789

2.78

Carnegie Mellon University

US

809

2.77

Illinois Institute of Technology

US

619

2.76

University of Wisconsin Madison

US

510

2.70

University of Washington Seattle

US

547

2.62

Institution

Singapore University of Technology & Design

*This impact measure normalizes for subject, year, and document type for
a group of documents that may be assigned to more than one subject field.
The world average is represented by “1.00,” with scores above or below that
mark to be assessed accordingly.
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Smaller, faster, energy-efficient
and found everywhere
by Tony Trippe

I

n the fast-moving field of telecoms where new innovations occur on a daily basis,
2016 saw the emergence, or the substantial evolution, of significant technology
trends worth watching. Most of these revolve around the concepts of connectivity
and mobility, and many of the advances that have occurred in the telecom field
have centered on these principles. Mobile connected devices of all shapes and
sizes have become an integral and indispensable part of our lives, and what
they can offer continues to grow and expand into more and more areas of our
daily lives.
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One thing these devices have in common is the need
to reduce their overall power consumption. As devices
get smaller or thinner there is less room available
for batteries, which can take up almost half of the
available space in any given mobile device. Innovation
for managing power and techniques for reducing
energy consumption in wireless communication
networks was one of the key technologies that grew
in 2016. The top five companies publishing inventions in
this area – Qualcomm, Samsung, Huawei, LG and Apple
– constitute the “who’s who” in mobile devices. Almost
100 inventions from each of these companies were published in 2016. This was exemplified by US9392417B1,
from Qualcomm entitled Managing activities performed
by a plurality of collocated mobile devices. This patent covers methods for managing activities between a
smartphone and a smart watch that involve assigning a
portion of activities among a first set of subsystems in
the first mobile device of collocated mobile devices and
a second set of subsystems in a second device. Figure
10 demonstrates how this can be accomplished:

Figure 10: Qualcomm’s Managing Co-located Mobile
Devices from US9392417B1; Source Derwent Innovation

In addition to power management, security remains
an enormous concern in the mobile device field, and
recently there has been a surge of interest in the field
of biometrics. Many smartphones are equipped with
biometric fingerprint readers, but other types of
biometric identification, such as facial or retinal
recognition, are seeing increased demand. Many
“smartphones are equipped with biometric fingerprint
readers, but other types of biometric identification,
such as facial or retinal recognition, are seeing
increased demand. The newly released Apple iPhone X
features just such technology using facial recognition
to unlock the phone. The ideas behind the Apple
invention were first filed back in 2011 and are
disclosed in US9477829B2 published Oct. 25, 2015,
which describes a method for ‘Locking and unlocking
a mobile device using facial recognition.’ Figure 11
shows an embodiment of the invention where a locked
mobile device is configured to capture an initial image
using its camera, capture a new image in response to
detecting movement of the device, determine that the
device moved to a use position, capture a subsequent
image in response to determining that the device
moved to a use position, analyze the subsequent
image to detect a user’s face, and unlock the device
in response detecting the user’s face.
Another trend involving mobile devices is their
integration with onboard neural network based
machine learning capabilities. These features will be
operated by computer models that are designed to
copy aspects of the human brain’s function and
structure. They would enable mobile devices to
provide services such as augmented reality, speech
recognition, and allowing automated assistants to be
even more proactive. Early functionality is already
present in existing devices, but future innovations
will create an environment where your phone could
recommend an alarm time based on your agenda,
weather and local traffic, incorporating far more
variables than current systems can manage.
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Figure 11 Apple’s Locking and unlocking a mobile
device using facial recognition from US9477829B2;
Source Derwent Innovation

When it comes to connectivity, bandwidth or
network, speed is king. As more devices are added to
existing cellular networks, the speed by which data
travels over these networks needs to be significantly increased. The fifth-generation, or 5G, network is the next
major evolution for improving cellular network speed,
promising speeds anywhere from 10 to 1,000 times
faster than 4G. Nokia is among the leading
innovators in 5G networks and WO2016112966A1
was one of more than 40 inventions published from
the company in 2016 in this area. WO2016112966A1
discusses a method that provides automatic
adjustment of device discovery and communication
schemes or modes according to the current context
of the originating user equipment.
As a result, machine type communication may
be easier to establish and perform. The correct
assessment of communication type to be used in the
current user equipment environment may improve
transmission reliability and latency.
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We have been living in a connected world for several
years now, but with recent advances in the telecom
field, connectivity and mobility are becoming faster,
smarter and more secure all while using less and less
power. Device connectivity is also being applied to
more and more objects, allowing seemingly disparate
items to communicate and share information with
one another. Add to this the promise of artificial
intelligence and machine learning, and you have a
combination that will radically change the way
people interact with their environment and how they
communicate with one another for years to come.
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Protecting your brand
across the deep and dark web
by Chrissie Jamieson

A

s the internet continues to evolve and new platforms are frequently
rolled out, effective online brand protection has never been so
demanding and complex. Of course, there are the counterfeiters and
brand abusers that warrant a watchful eye, but there are now extra
factors to consider, such as the huge social media ecosystem and the
evolving number of risks posed by cyber criminals.
It is therefore imperative that all businesses —no matter the shape or
size — adopt a multi-layered approach to ensuring all intellectual
property (IP) is kept safe. These assets can often be extremely valuable
to cyber criminals who are particularly adept at exploiting the holes in
IT infrastructures, and no company is exempt from this cyber threat.
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Having said this, there are industries that are more
susceptible to attacks due to the nature of the data
they hold — banking and finance organizations
being two that stand out. But we’re seeing an
increase in attacks on companies across all kinds
of other industries, from retail and technology to
manufacturing and healthcare.17 The consequences of
these attacks can be fatal: company IT infrastructures
can be irreparably damaged, financial assets can be
destroyed and customer trust can be lost for good.

The dark and deep web battleground
Part of the reason behind the rise in cyber-attacks
is down to the proliferation of criminals operating
amongst the murky waters of the dark and deep
web. This is a largely unexplored area of the internet
that gives these individuals unprecedented levels of
freedom and creativity in how they operate. The very
rules of cybercrime are being rewritten right before
our eyes.
The surface web is the “normal” internet environment
that we use on a daily basis to browse social media,
check the news and do our grocery shopping. But it
accounts for just 4 percent of the internet as a whole.
The remaining 96 percent of this space is taken up
by the deep web, which is mostly comprised of
legitimate pages such as corporate intranets or
academic resources which are protected by
firewalls, but is also home to much more suspicious
and illegitimate content. This ranges from counterfeit
websites and marketplaces to peer-to-peer sites,
which are often used to access pirated content.
Even deeper than the deep web lies the dark web —
a collection of websites and content that exist on
overlay networks whose IP addresses are completely
hidden. In order to gain access to this content, users
have to use anonymizer software such as Tor. This level
of total anonymity makes the dark web an even

more effective foundation for illicit activity to take
place. Through various underground websites and
marketplaces, private information such as login
credentials, banking and credit card information are
sold and traded between users with relative freedom.

Staying aware of the threats
The deep web and dark web are not new discoveries.
In fact, they’ve been around for a number of years
now and have been the subject of much debate among
technology experts and beyond. Things came to a
fore in 2013, when the FBI shut down the dark web site
Silk Road18, a marketplace used to buy drugs, weapons
and other illegal goods. They also arrested the site’s
founder19, Ross William Ulbricht, who was sentenced
to life in prison.
Since then, however, fraudsters and cyber criminals
have been honing the tactics they employ within these
secret digital channels, learning to carry out their
attacks with increased efficiency while simultaneously
minimizing their own risk of being caught.
Websites that lie within the deep web are not indexed
and are therefore difficult to stumble upon, but that
isn’t to say that it is impossible. Consumers are still
regularly fooled by tricks such as “typosquatting”
web pages, which use URLs very similar to those of
legitimate brands, email messages with phishing links
contained within, malicious mobile applications or
even by search engine advertisements for particular
keywords. Once the user has fallen for it, he or she is
then unknowingly redirected to an illegitimate deep
web site.
An even more vexing challenge comes in the form
of the dark web. With users benefiting from anonymity,
cyber criminals are able to thrive in this environment,
which presents major headaches for cyber security
professionals.
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With data such as corporate network login credentials
(which are often phished from company employees)
commonly bought and sold on dark web marketplaces
to the highest bidder, companies are left extremely
vulnerable with almost no way to counter the cyber
threat.

Protecting your brand through strategy
Despite the seemingly unpreventable threats of the
deep web and dark web, there are still ways that
brands can potentially mitigate the risk. For example,
if a certain website tries to keep its identity hidden
from commonly used search engines, there are
technological tools and software that can be used
to uncover and address the abuse.
Some of these tools that are commonly used by
companies to make sure their brands remain protected
can also be used to tackle fraudulent activity within
the deep web, including takedown requests to ISPs,
cease and desist notices and, if required, the Uniform
Domain-name Dispute-Resolution Policy (UDRP).
As for the dark web, where we know that anonymity
remains a persistent problem in stopping these
individuals from buying and selling proprietary and
personal information, companies can arm themselves
with technology and threat intelligence that allows
them to gain unprecedented visibility into the
imminent threats they are faced with. For example,
active monitoring of social media platforms and
looking out for conversations between similarlyminded fraudsters allows companies to take the
necessary security precautions prior to a cyber-attack,
while also helping them to prevent or lessen the
effects of any attacks that might happen in the future.
To use another example: if credit card information is
stolen as a result of a data breach, threat intelligence
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can help to limit the financial damage to consumers
by revealing the numbers that have been compromised
before they can be used by criminals. Companies can
also work with the banks to have these numbers
cancelled before it’s too late.
Entire cyber-criminal networks that propagate in
the dark web and deep web can be identified and
infiltrated efficiently with the use of the right
technology. This leaves security teams with a lighter
overall workload, while businesses can rely on a more
reliable and scalable security strategy. With so many
threats faced by businesses and brands, it is up to the
organizations themselves and their security operations
teams to leverage the right technology that can help
them to identify the criminal activity in front of them
and counter it in the appropriate way.
In light of so many cyber threats, it falls to
organizations and their security operations teams
to leverage technology to identify criminal activity
and limit financial liability to the company and
irreparable damage to the brand.
As the cyber threat landscape will continue to
evolve, and criminals in this space become more
sophisticated, it will require more work and effort
to limit financial liability and reputational damage.
As a result, online brand protection will only increase
in importance and form a critical part of a more holistic
strategy for organizations.
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The human race has existed as a
separate species for about 2 million
years. Civilization began about 10,000
years ago, and the rate of development has been
steadily increasing. If humanity is to continue
for another million years, our future lies
in boldly going where no one else has
gone before.”
— Stephen Hawking
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Solutions for innovation success
Derwent Innovation

Derwent Data Analyzer

Derwent Innovation powers the IP markets by
providing access to the most trusted, reliable and
complete patent data and scientific literature.
With advanced search, analysis and visualization
capabilities, you can collaborate and no longer need
to check multiple sources, cope with foreign languages,
or deal with the risk of incomplete records. Within
Derwent Innovation, Derwent World Patents Index,
Derwent World Citation Index and Web of Science
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Derwent World Patents Index
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advance it.
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intelligent search, best-in-class analytics and insightful
visualization tools. Cortellis delivers the unique insights
needed to reduce risk and increase success across the
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commercialization and beyond.
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The most trusted source of impactful research,
Web of Science has unrivaled coverage of papers,
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back to 1900. Using Web of Science, researchers can
uncover the critical work in their field, and institutional
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comparative performance and develop world-class
strategy using impact analytics and transparent metrics.
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